Humidity is the presence of water vapor in the air. In view of its effect on human health and the physical qualities of materials, humidity must be measured and controlled. Humidity measurement is imperative in a variety of fields including health care, environmental monitoring, automobiles, air-conditioning, civil engineering, agriculture, semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, textiles, paper and processing industries. This book provides an overview of humidity and the types and applications of humidity sensors. This book will be helpful for students, researchers and general readers.
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Preface

The seven chapters of this book present various types of humidity sensors, sensing mechanisms, sensing materials, sensor design, fabrication technologies, sensor applications and other related studies. The first chapter provides a brief introduction to the topic. Chapter 2 describes the basics of humidity, the various types of humidity sensors, and humidity sensing techniques. Thick and thin film preparation processes are quite flexible and have advantages over other technologies. The third chapter reviews the different types of humidity sensors and applications, with an emphasis on fiber-optic, nano-brick, capacitive, resistive, piezoresistive and magnetoelastic humidity sensors. Fiber-optic sensors have been found to be best for use in harsh weather conditions, while nano-brick sensors have excellent humidity-sensing qualities. The chapter also compares capacitive sensors which use impedance with equivalent resistive sensors fabricated with ceramic or organic polymer materials and discusses the sensitivities of piezoresistive and magnetoelastic sensors.

Chapter 4 reviews MEMS humidity sensors made with microfabrication technologies and their operating principles. Capacitive humidity sensors are discussed, highlighting different sensing materials and the effect on the performance of their permittivity and physical parameters. Finally, piezoelectric and resistive humidity sensors, and their sensing mechanisms, are reviewed.

Chapter 5 looks at graphene-based humidity sensing devices, considering graphene synthesis methods, their mechanical and electronic properties, and sensing mechanisms and behavior. Recent trends in graphene, graphene oxide, graphene quantum dots, reduced graphene oxide, and graphene-composite-based humidity sensors are also discussed, together with the challenges and future trends of graphene-based humidity sensors.

Chapter 6 describes research on the water vapor permeability of polyamide 6.6/polyurethane fabric used for sportswear in the finishing process. The final chapter explores important aspects of falling film evaporation in several geometrical configurations such as on horizontal tubes and inside inclined or vertical tubes or channels.

We hope that the topics covered in this book will be relevant to students, researchers and general readers alike.

Muhammad Tariq Saeed Chani, Abdullah Mohammed Asiri and Sher Bahadar Khan
Center of Excellence for Advanced Materials Research,
King Abdulaziz University,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Humidity Sensors

Muhammad Tariq Saeed Chani, Sher Bahadar Khan and Abdullah Mohammed Asiri

1. Introduction

1.1 Humidity sensors: A brief introduction of materials, mechanism and classifications

Humidity refers to the presence of water vapor in the air. Humidity affects human health and physical qualities of materials [1, 2] and therefore, it is critical to measure and control the humidity. Humidity measurement and control are critical not only for human and animal comfort but also for manufacturing processes and industrial products [3–6]. Humidity measurement is considered very imperative in different industries such as health care, environmental monitoring, automobile, building air-conditioning, civil engineering, agriculture, semiconductor, pharmaceutical, textile, medical, paper, and process industries [7–9].

Humidity can be measured in three ways namely absolute humidity, specific humidity, and relative humidity. Relative humidity (RH) is one of the most commonly measured quantities in industry and everyday life [10]. RH is traditionally measured with microporous thin sheets and thin plates piezoelectric quartz sensor. The sensing mechanism of these materials is based on variation in the luminescence and oscillation frequency, correspondingly. These sensors may be expensive or demand high operational power/temperature, as well as a significant maintenance cost, depending on the nature of the materials. Humidity can also be measured using materials that indicate a change in resistance, impedance, or capacitance as a function of humidity. Such materials may be ceramics, low-molecular-weight organic materials, polymers, and composites. Humidity sensors are characterized as capacitive, oscillating, resistive, gravimetric, impedimetric, thermo elemental, hydrometric, or integrated optical based on their sensing method. The design of humidity sensors and nature of the material (sensing material) have an impact on their performance [10–14].

For a smart sensor, the required properties are the linear response, high sensitivity, wide sensing range, low hysteresis, fast response, high stability (physical and chemical), and low cost [14, 15]. To obtain these required features, several materials (organic, inorganic, and composites) have been studied. During last few decades organic-inorganic nanocomposites have been developed for advanced optic, magnetic and electronic applications. Despite having low stability as compared to inorganic materials, the organic materials have a lot of potential owing to their lightweight, high flexibility, high surface area, and easy fabrication. The merits of both materials (organic-inorganic) may be combined in a single device by using organic-inorganic composites as an active material [5, 10, 16–18].

There are various types of humidity sensors based on sensing mechanisms, sensing materials, sensors design, fabrication technologies, and applications. Humidity
sensors can be fabricated by various types of fabrication techniques such as thick and thin film preparation processes, which are quite flexible and advantageous over other technologies. Similarly, micro-fabrication technology is also one of the useful fabrication techniques. Based on sensing mechanism, humidity sensors can be divided into capacitive, resistive, piezoresistive, magnetoelastic, field effective transistors, bulk acoustic wave, and optical humidity sensors. It has been reported that optical fiber sensors are best for use in harsh weather conditions, while the nanobricks sensors and capacitive sensors, which use impedance and resistive sensors fabricated with ceramic or organic polymer materials have also excellent humidity sensing qualities. Several types of sensing materials are used for sensing humidity like different ceramic materials, resistive polyelectrolytic materials, conductive polymeric materials, low molecular weight organic materials, and graphene-based materials such as graphene, graphene oxide, graphene quantum dots, reduced graphene oxide, and graphene-composites. On the other hand, humidity sensors are classified in different classes, e.g. rigid, flexible, dynamic, and static humidity sensors. The efficiency of these humidity sensors can be increased by investigating and developing new sensitive, durable, and resistive environmental factors sensing elements for the humidity sensors. In this book, the main aspects of humidity sensors have been covered.
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Solid State Humidity Sensors

Rajesh Kumar

Abstract

A variety of humidity sensors have been developed to address the problem of humidity measurement in instrumentation, agriculture and systems which are automatic. Various types of humidity sensors have been reviewed along with their mechanisms of humidity detection. Thin and thick film preparation processes are quite flexible. This flexibility provides advantages over other technologies. After comparing all the aspects of different humidity sensors, it has been observed that there are still some shortcomings left, which need to be removed to enhance the humidity sensing capability, recovery and response times of the sensor elements.

Keywords: Humidity sensors, Relative humidity, thick/thin film, Fabrication technologies, capacitive/resistive sensors, protonic conduction mechanism

1. Introduction

Significant improvements have been seen in the sensor technology in recent years. The miniaturisation process provides a wide range of advantages to the field of sensor technology [1–11]. It is a well known fact that humidity plays a significant role in all the processes occurring on this planet. For the high efficacy of all these processes, the monitoring, detection and control of the humidity of the surroundings is of utmost importance [12, 13]. For the fabrication of good humidity sensors, choice of fabrication technologies, optimisation of the surface for conductance and cost are the major factors that play a very important role [14–27].

1.1 Basics of humidity

“Humidity is defined as the amount of water vapour in an atmosphere of air or other gases”. The units of humidity parameters depend on the technique used. In this respect, “Relative humidity (RH),” “Parts per million (PPM)” by weight or by volume and “Dew/Frost point (D/F PT),” are used.

In addition to the above units, it is worthwhile to mention three more parameters and their relationships here.

i. Absolute Humidity: It is defined as a ratio of the mass of water vapour in air to the volume of air. It is also called vapour density and its units are g/m³ or grains/ft³. The absolute humidity is given by

\[ AB = \frac{m}{V}, \text{ where } 'm' \text{ is the mass of water vapour and } 'V' \text{ is the volume of air.} \]  

ii. Relative Humidity: It is defined as ratio of the amount of moisture content of air to the maximum (saturated) moisture level that the air can hold at a same
given temperature and pressure of the gas. It is denoted by RH and depends upon the temperature and is a relative measurement.

\[
\text{RH (in percentage)} = \frac{\text{Pv} \times 100}{\text{Ps}}, \text{ where Pv is the actual partial pressure of the moisture content in air and Ps is the saturated pressure of moist air at same given temperature.}
\] (2)

Saturation Humidity: It is defined as the ratio of the mass of water vapour at saturation to the volume of air. It is denoted by SH.

\[
\text{SH} = \frac{\text{m}_{\text{ws}}}{V}
\] (3)

SH is the saturation humidity (g/m³), m_{ws} is the mass of water vapour at saturation (g) and V is the volume of air (m³). The saturation humidity is a function of temperature. SH is a function of temperature and can provide the maximum amount of moisture content (mass) in a unit volume of gas at a given temperature.

The percentage relative humidity can also be expressed as.

\[
\text{RH (In percentage)} = \frac{\text{AB} \times 100}{\text{SH}}
\] (4)

Parts per million by volume (PPMv) is defined as volume of water vapour content per volume of dry gas and parts per million by weight (PPMw) is obtained by multiplying PPMv by the mole weight of water per mole weight of that gas or air. PPMv and PPMw are the absolute humidity measurements.

Dew point is defined as a temperature (above 0°C) at which the water vapour content of the gas begins to condense into liquid water, and Frost point is the temperature (below 0°C) at which the water vapour in a gas condenses into ice [28, 29]. D/F point parameters depend upon the pressure of the gas but are independent of the temperature. The ambient relative humidity is given by.

\[
\text{Ambient relative humidity} = \text{Ambient temperature} - \text{Dew point temperature}
\] (5)

2. Classification of humidity sensors

Depending upon the different operating conditions, a variety of humidity sensors have been developed in due course of time. Based on the units of measurement, absolute humidity and relative humidity, humidity sensors have been divided into two classes, which are explained as follows:

i. Relative humidity (RH) sensors

ii. Absolute humidity sensors (hygrometers)

It is worthwhile to mention here that relative humidity sensors are preferred over absolute humidity sensors. The RH sensors are classified into three classes: Ceramic type (based on semiconducting materials), organic polymer based sensors and organic/inorganic hybrid sensors (based on polymers and ceramic materials). All the above mentioned categories make use of changes in the physical and electrical properties of the sensor elements, when exposed to different atmospheric humidity conditions of the surrounding environment. They provide a measure of humidity depending upon the adsorption and desorption of water molecules.
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In hygrometer type of sensors, humidity measurement is determined by either measuring the conductance or capacitance of the sensing material, when it is exposed to the environmental humidity [30–33].

The first electrolytic humidity sensor was developed by Dunmore based on Lithium Chloride (LiCl) in 1937. A porous supporting material was immersed in a humidity sensitive partially hydrolysed polyvinyl acetate which was impregnated with LiCl solution and a potential difference was applied across the supports to form an electrolytic cell. By absorbing the water vapours via the porous medium, the ionic conductivity of the cells was changed and humidity was detected [34–36]. These types of sensor elements suffered from the following types of drawbacks, which led to the development of impedance-sensitive humidity sensors [37–41]:

- Low response times
- Low recovery times
- Not reliable to work in conditions, which has high moisture content

The organic polymer film humidity sensors can be divided into resistive and capacitive types [42–44]. The resistive type sensors can be divided into electronic and ionic conduction type. In the electronic conduction type of sensors, polyelectrolytes respond to water vapour variations by changing their resistivity. On the other hand, in the ionic conduction type, variation of the dielectric constants of the polymer dielectrics changes the capacitance of the material and hence the humidity is measured.

Ceramic type humidity sensors based on metal oxides have clear advantages over their other counterparts such as good mechanical strength, thermal capability, physical stability and resistance to corrosive chemicals.

Depending upon the sensing mechanisms, ceramic type sensors can be divided into:

- Impedance type
- Capacitive type

The impedance type of sensors can be further subdivided into ionic conduction and electronic conduction types and work by observing the changes in the conductivity of sensor elements, when they are exposed to different levels of humidity [45, 46].

The metal oxide ceramics elements are prepared by various conventional and advanced ceramic processing methods, with an aim to produce porous structures that support adsorption of water vapours from the surrounding atmosphere.

3. Principle of protonic-conduction type ceramic humidity sensors

A variety of humidity sensing mechanisms have been proposed by various research investigators for the humidity sensing by ceramic based sensors. The mechanisms of humidity sensing via ionic conduction, electronic conduction, solid electrolyte and capacitive types are based on water vapour adsorption either by chemisorption, physisorption or capillary condensation processes. As water molecules are absorbed on the surface of the sensor elements, so it is worthwhile to discuss about the hydrogen ion (H+) and hydroxide (OH−) ion diffusion into the sensor elements [47–51].
3.1 Hydrogen (H+) ions diffusion

This proton transfer mechanism was first proposed by Grotthuss. In this mechanism, protons are tunnelled from one water vapour molecule to the next water vapour molecule through hydrogen bonding as shown in the Figure 1.

In the proton carrier mechanism of ceramic humidity sensors, the adsorbed water molecules condense on the thin film surfaces or in bulk and protons carry out the conduction process [52, 53].

3.2 Diffusion and mobility of hydroxide (OH⁻) ions

On the similar lines of proton transfer, Grotthuss suggested another mechanism for the hydroxide ion transfer. According to this mechanism, the mobility of the hydroxide ions also occurs through proton transfer mechanism as shown in the Figure 2.

An auto ionisation reaction of the water vapours occurs on the surface of the sensor element due to amphoteric nature of water molecule. In this process, a water molecule becomes hydroxyl ion with the loss of a hydrogen ion. The released hydrogen ion donates the proton to another water molecule to form hydronium ion with a formula $\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$. At low humidity levels, the charge carriers are predominantly protons. The protons are transferred through hopping of hydrogen ions between the sites that have hydroxide ions present on them. At higher humidity levels, as more water layers are present, more dissociation of water molecules occurs to produce hydronium ions. When the thin film surface is completely covered with water molecules, diffusion of hydronium ions on hydroxide ions dominates. In addition to this, the proton transfer by hydroxide ions between the adjacent water molecules also occurs. This charge carrying continues when hydronium ion transfers a proton to a neighbouring water molecule and forms another hydronium ion. The mechanism involves the

![Figure 1. Proton conduction of the hydrogen bonded networks between water molecules [54].](image1)

![Figure 2. Proton transfer mechanism of hydroxide ions.](image2)
dancing of protons from one water vapour molecule to the another water molecule. This leads to the change in resistance and capacitance of the thin film elements [55].

3.3 Water adsorption and conduction mechanism on ceramic oxide solid surfaces

It is well known that the surfaces of most of the metal oxides are covered with hydroxyl groups, when exposed to the humid atmospheres. This results in the formation of hydrogen bonds that facilitates the absorption of water molecules by ceramic oxide surfaces as shown in Figure 3. The formation of these hydrogen bonds results in the change of electrical conductivity of the surfaces.

Interaction of water molecules with ceramic oxide surfaces is a three step process, which are explained below:

In the first step, a few water vapour molecules are chemically adsorbed at the neck of crystalline grains on the activated sites of the surface. This leads to the dissociation of water vapour molecules to form hydroxyl groups. In this interaction, protons are generated which migrate from one site to another site on the surface and react with oxygen ions to form a second hydroxyl group as shown in the Figure 4.

In the second stage, more water vapour layers are physically adsorbed on the first stage formed hydroxyl layer, forming multilayers. The multilayers are more disordered than the first monolayer.

In the third stage, with the formation of more layers, a large amount of water molecules are physisorbed on the necks and flat surfaces. Therefore, singly bonded water vapour molecules have higher mobility and form continuous dipoles and electrolyte layers between the electrodes. This results in the increased dielectric constant and bulk conductivity. The multilayer formation of water vapour molecules

![Figure 3.](image1.png)
*The above diagram shows the adsorption sites on the silica surfaces and formation of hydroxyl pairs to hold water molecules.*

![Figure 4.](image2.png)
*Illustration of water vapour chemisorptions and hydroxyl layer formation on the surface of tin oxide.*
on ceramic surfaces is confirmed by the increase of dielectric permittivity of the surface and is shown for iron oxide in the given Figure 5.

It has been found out that physisorption of water occurs at temperatures <100°C while chemisorptions occurs in the temperature range of 100-400°C. In this temperature range, hydroxyl groups interact with the surface of ceramic material [56–69].

The porous structure of the ceramics is mainly responsible for the physisorption of water vapours on the surfaces of humidity sensors, which are based on ceramic materials [70, 71]. For the cylindrical pores in the ceramic materials, the radius of the pores is given by the Kelvin Equation [72].

\[ r_k = \frac{2\gamma M}{\rho RT \ln \left( \frac{p_s}{p} \right)} \]  

(6)

\( r_k \) is called Kelvin radius of the cylindrical pores. \( \gamma, M \) and \( \rho \) are the surface tension, molecular weight of water and density respectively. \( p \) is called the vapour pressure of water and \( p_s \) is vapour pressure of water at saturation. \( R \) is called gas constant and \( T \) is called the absolute temperature [73].

Figure 5.
The above diagram shows the multilayer structure of adsorbed water vapour molecules on the surface of iron oxide.

Figure 6.
The above diagram shows the planar thick/thin film based humidity sensor based on interdigital structure with porous sensing element.
3.4 Impedance type humidity sensors

These type of humidity sensors contain noble metal electrodes, which are either deposited on a glass or a ceramic substrate. The techniques of thick film printing and thin film deposition are used for depositing these noble metal electrodes. Interdigital electrodes configuration is most widely used. Thin films for humidity sensing are deposited between the interdigital electrodes [74–77].

Resistive sensors are based on the measurement of change of humidity levels in terms of change in the electrical impedance of the moisture containing medium. The resistive sensors are based on the principle of adsorption of water molecules and their subsequent dissociation into ionic hydroxyl groups. The response time of these type of sensors is quite small (~10s) [78]. The planar thick/thin film humidity sensor based on interdigital structure is shown in the Figure 6.

4. Polymer based resistive humidity sensors

These sensors are based on the thin films of porous polymers [79]. The polymeric films take up water vapour molecules from the atmosphere. These molecules condense in the presence of pores of the capillaries. This water vapour intake produces changes in physical or electrical properties of the polymeric material [80, 81].

A new type of humidity sensors has emerged lately based upon polymer electrolytes, which are also called poly electrolytes. Poly electrolytes are a group of polymers, which have electrolytic groups in them and display conductivity, when they are exposed to water vapour molecules. The poly electrolytes can be classified on the basis of their functional electrolytic groups, into following three major categories [29]:

i. Quaternary ammonium salts

ii. Sulfonate salts

iii. Phosphonium salts

Polyelectrolytes are hydrophilic in nature and tend to dissolve in water [82]. But polyelectrolytes based humidity sensors become non-reliable, if the humidity levels in the surroundings is quite high. In comparison to polyelectrolytes, humidity sensors based on conducting polymers like poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) or poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene-poly(styrene-sulfonate)(PEDOT-PSS) show high sensitivity to moisture and are partially hydrophobic [83, 84]. Much work has been done by the research investigators in the recent past, to improve the design of humidity sensors based on polymer electrolytes, to make them water resistant. These methods include grafting, copolymerization, cross links formation, interpenetrating network structures, metal oxide added polymers, photochemical cross linking reactions, anchoring of polymer membranes on the electrode surfaces by means of ultraviolet radiation and addition of dopants [85–88].

The creation of strong conjuctions between polymers and plastic substrates is also a subject of research investigations for the last few years. With the introduction of bonding matrices, prepared by different physical and chemical techniques, this problem has been solved to a considerable extent. Electrospinning method has been used to fabricate composite nanofibres, containing silicon-containing polymer
electrolyte, polyethylene oxide and polyaniline. It was found that the presence of polyaniline (PANI) in the nanofibres led to the decrease of the impedance of the thin films. It was further observed that the adhesion of film to both the substrate and electrode was due to the formation of nanostructure beads in the nanofibres [89, 90]. To increase the conductance change of resistive polymeric humidity sensors based on conjugated polymers, doping agents are used. Poly (p-diethylvinylbenzene) (PDEB) has been synthesised with a nickel catalyst in dioxane toluene mixed solvent system at room temperature for humidity sensing applications [91]. Gold nanoparticles are also used in place of Nickel nanoparticles, to increase the conductivity of the thin films. Polyelectrolytes based resistive humidity sensors also suffer from poor conductivity at low humidity levels. This problem is solved by changing the polymer matrix using a superconductor with high conductivity and also mixing techniques.

5. Ceramic based resistive humidity sensors

New humidity detection mechanisms have been developed to resolve the low sensitivity and selectivity problems of humidity sensors. Porous ceramic humidity sensors are fabricated by a variety of techniques such as thick film screen printing, plasma or vapour deposition. In these kind of thick films, the thickness is always kept more than 10 micrometres and dopants are added to increase the dissociation of water molecules. Thin films prepared by vacuum deposition or plasma deposition act as resistive type devices. The released hydroxyl groups change the impedance of thin film elements as they decrease the resistivity of the thin films. For example, MgCr2O4-TiO2 material functioned on the basis of physisorption and chemisorption of water molecules followed by protonic conduction [92]. The humidity sensor elements based on these material showed good conductivity at both low as well as higher relative humidity levels. In this type of humidity sensor, heating was necessary to eliminate the hydroxyl groups on the surface and also to remove contaminants like dust, oil and other types of foreign particles. The ceramic humidity sensor is shown in the Figure 7 [93].

![Figure 7](image)

The above diagram shows a ceramic humidity sensor based on MgCr2O4-TiO2.
6. Conclusions/summary

The humidity sensing properties, manufacturing technologies and operating mechanisms of various humidity sensors consisting of different types of materials has been described. Similarly, synthesis and preparation methods for sensors for hygrometric applications have also been explained in this chapter. As protonic conduction type is the most widely accepted mechanism in the majority of humidity sensors, so it is discussed in a detailed manner.

Among all humidity sensor design configurations, the impedance- (resistive) and capacitive-based sensors are the best suited and most popular in the research and industrial environments. Thick and thin film based humidity sensors are also widely used because of cost-effectiveness and ease of fabrication. The humidity sensors based upon ceramic and polymer materials are also used but in lesser magnitude as compared to their above mentioned counterparts and in selected areas of application because of their obvious limitations.
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Abstract

The need for humidity sensors in various fields have led to the development and fabrication of sensors for use in industries such as the medical, textile, and laboratories. This chapter reviewed humidity sensors, major types and applications with emphasis on the optical fiber, nanobricks, capacitive, resistive, piezoresistive and magnetoelastic humidity sensors. While optical fiber sensors are best for use in harsh weather conditions, the nanobricks sensors have excellent qualities in humidity sensing. Capacitive sensors make use of impedance and are more durable than the equivalent resistive sensors fabricated with ceramic or organic polymer materials and have short response and recovery times which attest to their efficiency. Piezoresistive sensors have fast response time, highly sensitive and can detect target material up to one pictogram range. Magnetoelastic sensors are very good and can measure moisture, temperature and humidity between 5% and 95% relative humidity range. It was concluded that sensors have peculiar applications.

Keywords: Humidity sensors, Major types, Applications, A Review

1. Introduction

1.1 Humidity

Humidity is a measure of quantity of water vapor present in the air or a gas. Humidity is a general terminology and is used to measure the amount of water vapor in any given environment. Measurement of this parameter is important in the environment because many appliances in the industries cannot be stored under certain range of humidity. High humidity entails high atmospheric moisture content, hence condensation which depends on the atmospheric temperature resulting in corrosion of metals and similar features in industries.

The industries that could be affected include hospitals, textile industries, laboratories, storage rooms for computers, food processing industries, art museums, shopping malls, libraries, exhibition centers, pharmaceutical stores. For these reasons, humidity sensors are widely used in numerous fields of human endeavor such as for weather forecasting, food processing, health care etc. It is good practice to measure humidity from time to time for maintenance of optimal environmental conditions suitable for products in order to prevent damage.
2. Humidity sensors

Humidity is measured with a device known as humidity sensor and different types are available in the market such as the, optical, gravimetric, capacitive, resistive, piezoresistive and magnetoelastic sensors etc. Each of these humidity sensors have peculiar applications which depend on the design and suitability for a given environment. Humidity sensors are electronic equipments that can be used to measure humidity in any given environment. Being electronic devices, they transform information to equivalent electrical signal. Humidity sensors have very wide applications, functionality and appear in different sizes. Sometimes, they are incorporated in handheld devices as in smart phones.

2.1 Optical fiber humidity sensors

Being a recent technology in sensor development, optical fiber sensors have peculiar advantages such as lightweight, chemical stability, handy, non-susceptible to electromagnetic fields and the ability to communicate two or more signals over a common channel [1]. Because of these advantages, optical fiber sensors essentially is a dependable technology that can be applied in many fields such as industries, medicine, and structural health monitoring [2–4]. Apart from its excellent performance in measurement of humidity, Its application can be extended to the measurements of angle, refractive index, temperature, acceleration, pressure, breathing rate and oxygen saturation [5–10].

Optical sensors exhibit optimal performance in harsh environmental conditions. Measurement of relative humidity, influence of coating thicknesses and temperature with the use of polyimide-recoated optical fiber Bragg gratings showed that relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T) sensitivities were \( S_{RH} = (2.21 \pm 0.10) \times 10^{-6}\%RH^{-1} \) and \( S_T = (7.79 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-6} K^{-1} \), these indicate a RH sensitivity of 44.2% and a T sensitivity of 86.6% [11]. Apart from the use of optical fiber sensors in measuring humidity, it can equally be used as a temperature sensing device because of its high sensitivity of \( 1.04 \times 10^{-3}°C^{-1} \) with a linearity of 0.994, this device has root mean square of 1.48°C an indication of 2% relative error [7].

Embedment of optic fiber sensors in metallic materials such as nickel- and copper-coated fiber Bragg grating (FBG) shields sensors from environmental influence and gives rise to better performance. Though, Copper-coated sensors lost their sensitivity to temperature and strain in the process of embedment using tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding due to thermal and mechanical strain, while nickel-coated sensors were less sensitive to the same effects and showed better sensor performance [12].

Attachment of fiber optic sensors on metallic structures have proved to be important in order to enhance the durability of sensors since non-embedded sensors are prone to damage. Laser cladding technology was used as an alternative in embedding metal coated fiber optics in which fiber Bragg grating is incorporated. This device minimized the high thermal and mechanical strain usually generated with TIG welding. It was shown that this sensor gave room for satisfactory results for strain and temperature measurements, and was favorably compared with the conventional gauge used in calibration of sensors [13].

Design is an important factor in performance of humidity sensors since different materials exhibit different magnitudes of sensitivity to humid environment. Performance of a humidity sensor is measured by its detection range. Magnesium oxide (MgO) humidity sensor designed with micro-arc oxidation (MAO) technology gave better performance than semiconductor humidity sensors which are usually prone to narrow detection ranges and poor sensitivities for detection. It has the advantage
of using both impedance and capacitance as response signals, giving an output of 150 in the low relative humidity (RH) range (11.3–67% RH) when impedance was the response signal, and an output 120 at high humidity range of (67–97.3% RH) with capacitance as the response signal [14].

2.2 Nanobricks humidity sensors

Mesoporous tungsten oxide nanobricks (WO₃ NBs) have proved to be excellent sensors because of its sensitivity to ammonia gas, volatile organic compounds and humid environment at room temperature [15]. It has a 75% response which is on the high side, a 15-day operational stability at 100 ppm ammonia concentration and extremely-high response/recovery time of 8/5 s. Generally, this family of sensors exhibit 32% resistance response at 20% RH with fast response/recovery time of 10/8 s, high specific surface area of the monoclinic crystal structure is instrumental to the high sensitivity of this device.

Nanobricks sensors such as Ag-CuO/rGO (5 at % Ag) have shown maximum response of approximately 52% RH humidity when operated at approximately 22°C. This sensor made of pure Ag-CuO nanostructures containing varied quantities of Ag produced by hypothermal method is highly sensitive to the presence of NO₂ between a temperature range of 22–100°C [16].

Carbon nanotubes invented by [17] have extraordinary electrical and mechanical properties and for this reason are found in a number of applications [18, 19]. Due to their notable electrical characteristic, many researchers have studied the application of this material as a sensor not only because of its eminent electrical feature, but the reduced costs of manufacture which makes them very attractive for use by sensing industries [20]. Suspended aligned nanotubes beams was generated to assess its humidity sensing characteristics. The device was produced at room temperature using epoxy-based highly functional photoresist referred as SU8, and for 15–98% RH range, [20] reported a threefold better performance for suspended devices which exhibited improved sensitivity and little hysteresis at 10 humidity cycles when compared with non-suspended device. This implies that suspension of carbon nanotubes beam improved the sensitivity of the sensor, and the sensitivity factor is given by the expression;

\[
S = \frac{R_H - R_0}{R_0} \times 100
\]

where \( R_H \) is the resistance at the measured value of resistance, and \( R_0 \) is value of baseline resistance.

Zinc stannate (ZnSnO₃) nanoparticles prepared by chemical precipitation have shown to be good as humidity sensing device. The X-ray power diffraction of this sensor presented ZnSnO₃ as having a perovskite phase with orthorhombic structure and a minimum of 4 nm crystalline size. Comparative study of ZnSnO₃ pellet annealed at 600°C for 1:4 weight ratio and pure SnO₂ by [21] indicate that ZnSnO₃ is more sensitive to humidity than SnO₂ when subjected to the same environmental conditions. They concluded that zinc stannate nanoparticles showed a maximum sensitivity of 3 GΩ/% RH when compared with the equivalent SnO₂ used in this study.

In another research, it has been reported by [22] that synthesized Fe₃O₄-Nps with porous structure has shown exceptional qualities in humidity sensing. Characterization of prepared Fe₃O₄-Nps was done with the aid of X-ray diffraction, (XRD), transmission electron microscope (TEM) and vibration sample magnetometer (VSM), which revealed the spherical pores structure. With this, magnetic nanostructures (MNs) are highly valued by researchers and humidity sensors industries because they posses vital characteristics that make them to be widely applied.
2.3 Capacitive humidity sensors

Organic materials such as hydrophobic polymers are employed in the manufacture of capacitive humidity sensors. Capacitive humidity sensors are more durable than the equivalent resistive humidity sensors because it has the propensity for heavy water vapor condensation at high humidity level [23], and may operate comfortably at relatively higher temperature of about 200°C [24], with capacitance range of between 100 to 500 pF at intervals of 50% changes in humidity level [25]. Capacitive sensors are easily available in the market because of their better linearity characteristics when compared with the resistive type sensors [26, 27]. Capacitive thin-film humidity sensors are responsive to changes in RH because their sensors rely on the dielectric constant value of the active layers. Response time of capacity sensors is a function of three parameters namely the sensor design, materials propensity for sorption and desorption of water vapor, and the sensor temperature [28].

The most important thing in capacitive humidity sensors is the material it is made of. The hygroscopic characteristics of the hydrophobic elements in these sensors are instrumental to its ability to absorb water molecules from their surrounding and as a result, this should be born in mind during construction so as to produce a good configuration that would optimally utilize these properties for effective performance [29]. Three major factors affect the performance of capacitive humidity sensors and include; surface area of the electrode, dielectric material polarization and distance apart between the electrodes.

As earlier stated that humidity sensors have vary wide applications. In agriculture, there is need to measure the moisture/humidity levels to guide in decision making regarding the optimal ambient humidity condition that will be suitable for excellent crop yield.

Without doubt, water is very important in the physicochemical and mechanical characteristics of soil. Variations in soil moisture quantity can have significant influence on ecosystems, plant growth and biodiversity. Capacitive moisture sensors are used for sensing the moisture contents of soils in agricultural endeavors. Availability of soil moisture in the root zone is very crucial for plants development and growth which depends on the physical characteristics of soil and the surrounding environment with respect to climatological conditions [30].

The output of a capacitive moisture sensor is a function of the complex relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r^*$ of the soil which is the dielectric medium given by the expression [31];

$$\varepsilon_r^* = \varepsilon'_r - j\varepsilon''_r = \varepsilon'_r - j\left(\varepsilon''_{\text{relax}} + \frac{\sigma_{dc}}{2\pi f \varepsilon_0}\right),$$

where $\varepsilon'_r$ and $\varepsilon''_r$ are the real and the imaginary part of the permittivity respectively, $\sigma_{dc}$ is the electrical conductivity, $\varepsilon''_{\text{relax}}$ is the molecular relaxation contribution (dipolar rotational, atomic vibrational, and electronic energy states, $j$ is the imaginary number $\sqrt{-1}$, and $f$ the frequency. However, it has been reported that capacitive coplanar soil moisture sensor showed reliable relationship between output voltage and gravimetric water content [32].

Another type of humidity sensor are the ones made with two-dimensional materials. The two-dimensional (2D) materials show superior physical characteristics when compared with the corresponding one-directional materials on application of charge and heat to a planar layer [33]. The two dimensional nature of a material give a higher ratio of surface area to volume and hence, makes it easier for fabrication of sensing layers.

Some of these humidity sensors can neither be fully classified as belonging to either the capacitive or resistive humidity sensors because they make use of...
combined effects of capacitance and impedance in sensing the humidity of environment. Example of this is the humidity sensor based on two dimensional molybdenium diselenide (MoSe2). Material for this sensor is the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) which are very good in fabrication of sensors for applications in industries. This humidity sensor has been reported to be highly stable and effectively superfast in detecting the moisture level in its surroundings. At frequency of 1 kHz and between the temperature range of 20–30°C, impedance witnessed a hysteresis of less than 1.98% while the capacitance had a hysteresis of less than 2.36%, maximum error rates of −0.162% and −0.183% were observed based on the impedance and capacitance responses respectively recorded between humidity range of 0–90% RH. Impedance response ($t_{res}$) and recovery times ($t_{rec}$) for the sensor are −0.96 s and −1.03 s. The corresponding response and recovery times for capacitance are −1.87 s and 2.13 s respectively [34].

The conduction mechanism of the sensor is such that as MoSe2 nano-flakes responds to humidity, dielectric constant increases relative to the dry film, there exists a corresponding ionic flow through the sensor. When the sensor is exposed to humidity which invariably comes in contact with the hydroxyl ions, the thin films of MoSe2 tend to absorb water molecules thus establishing ionic conduction paths between MoSe2 nanoflakes, thereby reducing the overall sheet resistance.

In 2004, mechanically exfoliated 2D graphene was discovered which is a new innovation in nanotechnology with several advantages such as transparency, flexibility and high carrier mobility. Major limitations in applicability of 2D graphene is the virtually zero band gap of this material which consequently leads to obstruction of its need for fabrication of sensors due to low on/off ratio and long response and recovery times of approximately 10 s [35–39]. TMDCs is a two-dimensional semiconductor, less expensive and very fast in detection of humidity signals and has a high carrier mobility of about 500 cm$^2$/Vs.

Apart from its high applicability in humidity sensing because of its exceptional physical properties and high carrier mobility, they are also used in gas, temperature, electronic [40–47] and optoelectronics sensors [48–52].

2.4 Resistive humidity sensors

The working principle of resistive humidity sensors is the ability for the sensor to detect vapor in its surrounding which has direct influence on the electrical resistance of the sensing layer [53]. In this sensor device, humidity increase give rise to increase in electrical conductivity which invariably lowers the system resistivity within 1 to 100 kΩ [54]. This sensor has subdivisions such as the electronic and ionic conduction types and are based on the mechanism by which the signals are received by the sensing material. The electronic type is made up of polyelectrolytes which respond to changes in water vapor in the surrounding by affecting the resistivity. The ionic conduction type depend on changes in the dielectric constant of the polymer dielectrics which gives rise to the two categories of resistive type sensors namely; the ionic-conduction [55, 56] and the electronic-conduction [57, 58] respectively.

Resistive humidity sensors can be fabricated with either ceramic or organic polymer materials. However, the ceramic type have shown to be advantageous over the organic polymer type evidenced from the performance of equivalent sensor fabricated with metal oxides materials [54]. Two methods are available for preparation of ceramic metal-oxides for applications in humidity sensors namely, the conventional method [59] and the advanced method [60], meant to impart porosity [61–63] to the device, a characteristic which enhances the efficiency of the sensor.

Innovations and application of internet of things have improved the characteristics of these humidity sensors. These characteristics include low power
consumption, room-temperature operation, small size and compatibility with other platforms such as thermal and chemical compatibility during fabrication, easy selection from other sensors for use in calibration of the newly fabricated sensor [64–68].

For instance, resistive and capacitive humidity sensor was fabricated using the new bis(4-benzylpiperazine-1-carbodithioato-k2S,S’S’)nickel(II) complex, with Von Grothuss as the conduction mechanism. Between humidity range of 30–90%, [69] reported that the resistance of the sensor decreased by two orders of magnitude. The result showed that at 30%RH, the resistance was $2.94 \times 10^8 \Omega$ and at 90%RH, it was found to be $2.34 \times 10^6 \Omega$ giving a range of $2.92 \times 10^8$. A hysteresis of 1.54% was observed with response and recovery times of 25 and 30 seconds. Response and recovery times of approximately 0.14s and 1.7s between a humidity range of 0–70% were reported by [70] after using resistive humidity sensor comprised of biopolymer-derived carbon thin film and carbon microelectrodes, evidencing the super-sensitivity of this sensor when compared with the bis(4-benzylpiperazine-1-carbodithioato-k2S,S’S’)nickel(II) complex. These short response and recovery times attest to the efficient performance of this sensor and is attributed to the shellac-derived carbon (SDC) film which enables sharp absorption and desorption equilibrium. This sensor is based on a shellac-derived carbon (SDC) active film deposited on sub-micrometer-sized carbon interdigitated electrodes (cIDEs) which is responsible for the optimization of the response and recovery times respectively. Characterization of this SDC-cIDEs-based humidity sensor revealed excellent dynamic range of between 0–90% RH, with a dynamic response of 50% and very high sensitivity of 0.54/% RH.

Nitrogen-doped layers incorporated in humidity sensors are unique and have proved to be excellent humidity sensor device. Example of this sensor is the configuration of nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide (nRGO) placed on a colourless polyimide film. This sensor has a detection range of 6.1% to 66.4% RH, the results also showed that a 1.36-fold better performance in terms of sensitivity is achieved when platinum nanoparticles are attached on the surface of nRGO as compared with the pure nRGO. These sensitivities are in the neighbourhood of 4.51% for the Pt-nRGO at 66.4% RH and 3.53% for the nRGO at 66.4% RH [71].

2.5 Piezoresistive humidity sensors

Cantilever-based nanomechanical sensors have two important qualities, fast response time, highly sensitive and real time and label-free detection ability. These important features have made these sensors to be very useful instruments in advanced detection of molecules and can be widely applied in numerous fields [72–75]. These sensors can be used in process monitoring, gas sensors, in hospitals for diagnostic biosensing, and in detection of solvent vapours. One significant feature of this sensor is that they make use of poly-coated cantilever as their active layers [76, 77]. These sensors function as a result of the induced stress from the adsorption of molecules on the sensing layer. The advantage of nanomechanical sensors are their ability to detect target materials up to one trillionth of a gram range, but one major limitation to its application is the bulky size of the optical measurement system [78] that uses a piezoresistive sensor. The self-sensing method approach is usually employed to overcome this shortcoming [79].

Highly miniaturized nanomechanical SI-polymer composite membrane-type internal-stress sensor (MIS) with piezoresistive elements have shown to be an excellent device for humidity detection. This sensor has a surface area of 500 $\mu m^2$ and consists of a thin SI-polymer composite membrane supported by two piezoresistive
beams. It has a relative resistance of 0.6% at a relative humidity of 58% and a response of 5.2 mV/% RH to 70% relative humidity range, a sensing resolution of 0.5% humidity and polymer expansion ratio, $\epsilon_p$ of $2.4 \times 10^{-3}$. A perfectly correlated linear relationship existed between the sensor output and relative humidity at 19.5°C, while the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the sensor system for noise resolution at 60% RH was 2.5 mV/$\sqrt{Hz}$ [79].

### 2.6 Magnetoelastic humidity sensors

Uncrystallized alloys made up of Fe, Ni and Co have proved to be excellent magnetoelastic materials and are very good in fabrication of magnetoelastic humidity sensors. These materials are prone to change of shape on exposure to magnetic fields so that on application of mechanical stress, result in magnetization. The dual directional connection is instrumental to the functioning of this sensor device [80–83]. It is designed in such a manner that sample vibration is directly proportional to the frequency of AC magnetic field applied to the sensor system.

Typical example of this sensor is the TiO$_2$ nanotubes (TiO$_2$-NTs) coated with Fe$_{40}$Ni$_{28}$Mo$_4$B$_{18}$ amorphous ferromagnetic ribbons as a humidity sensor, can be used to measure moisture values between the range of 5–95%. Measurement precision of this sensor is very high with low hysteresis. Sensor resonance frequency was approximately 3180 Hz which indicated highly significant change when compared with other magnetoelastic humidity sensors [84]. However, the resonance frequency shift of magnetoelastic sensors depend on two parameters expressed as in Eq. (3); [82, 85–87].

$$\Delta f = -\frac{f \Delta m}{2 M}$$

where $\Delta m =$ the variation of sensor mass, $M =$ mass of the magnetoelastic sensors (MES) prior to adsorption.

MES have been reported to be very good in the measurement of humidity and temperature [88–92] and mass [93, 94]. Different methods are available for sensing in the environment such as the use of flow cytometry, immunosensors, and gas chromatography in sensing of volatile organic compounds (VOC) though laborious, time consuming and expensive as limitations to its applications. Acoustic wave based sensors are better being highly sensitive in detection of VOCs, bacteria etc., though with very high sensitivities, it is a wireless sensing instrument and too expensive to afford [95, 96].

### 3. Conclusions

Humidity sensors are very essential in industries because of the roles they play in giving information about the ambient environmental conditions for products storage. A knowledge which is very important in materials management since different products require certain amount of atmospheric moisture in its surroundings beyond or below which deterioration sets in. Therefore this chapter reviewed humidity sensors, its major types and applications in different fields. Emphasis was on the optical fiber, nanobricks, capacitive, resistive, piezoresistive and magnetoelastic humidity sensors respectively. Each of these humidity sensors have peculiar applications because while the optical fiber sensor perform excellently in harsh environmental conditions, the nanobricks are excellent sensors because of its
sensitivity to ammonia gas, volatile organic compounds and humid environment at room temperature. While the nanobricks sensors operate more comfortably at room temperature, capacitive sensors can operate comfortably at relatively higher temperature of about 200°C and have better linearity characteristics when compared with the resistive type sensors.

Resistive humidity sensors fabricated with either ceramic or organic polymer materials have shown to be very good in humidity sensing as a result of increase in electrical conductivity that lowers the electrical resistivity with very short response and recovery times. Piezoresistive sensors are equally good in humidity sensing with low relative resistance and a perfectly correlated linear relationship which exist between the sensor output and relative humidity, while the magnetoelastic humidity sensors fabricated from alloys of iron, nickel and cobalt have wonderful performance in humidity sensing because of their high measurement precision and low hysteresis. These humidity sensors do not have universal applications because of their peculiarities since each of them is more suitable for sensing in a given environment and recommendation should be based on this notion.
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Chapter 4

MEMS Humidity Sensors

Ahmad Alfaifi, Adnan Zaman and Abdulrahman Alsolami

Abstract

This chapter reviews MEMS humidity sensors fabricated using microfabrication technologies. It discusses the operation principle, different designs, and the fabrication technologies for the different sensing mechanisms. Sensing humidity using capacitive sensors is first reviewed with a highlight on the different sensing materials and how their permittivity and physical parameters affect the sensor performance. Then the chapter discusses the piezoelectric humidity sensing method, wherein piezoelectric sensors the dynamic mode measurement is used. In these sensors, the mass changes corresponding to the humidity, resulting in resonance frequency shift and amplitude change. Finally, the chapter reviews the resistive humidity sensors where the change in the resistivity of various materials is used as an indication of humidity change in the environment.

Keywords: Humidity sensors, MEMS, capacitive sensors, piezoelectric sensors, resistive sensors

1. Introduction

Miniaturizing devices and systems are the key factors of today’s technology advancement. Humidity sensor developments in all its categories are tightly related to micromachining technology development. Such developments allow the advantages of high performance, low power consumption, cost reduction, and the capability to fabricate batches of devices and systems that are needed for today’s technology [1].

Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are miniature devices fabricated using micro fabrication processes that are used for both sensing and actuation. When used in sensing, their mechanical properties are employed to generate electrical signals that indicate the measured parameter. When used in actuation, the electrical signal is used to produce micro movements. MEMS have been widely used in different sensing applications ranging from environmental sensing, e.g., temperature, to motion and position and detection, e.g., accelerometers [2].

Humidity, in general, can be measured using absolute humidity, dew point, mixing ratio, and relative humidity. Among these measurements, relative humidity is the most common measure used in the literature [3–7]. In a closed system, relative humidity (RH) is defined as the total vapor pressure in volume to the pressure where the water vapor saturated at a given temperature, and its formula is generally expressed as:

\[
\%RH = \frac{P_t}{P_s}
\]  

where \( P_t \) is the total pressure and \( P_s \) is the saturated pressure [3].

This chapter will review the three main sensing schemes usually used for humidity sensing in MEMS devices, starting with capacitive sensing with its sensing
principle and fabrication process. The piezoelectric sensing method is then detailed, followed by a description of the resistive sensing. In each part, the sensing mechanism will be briefly reviewed with a glance at the fabrication method. The chapter is then concluded by a comparison between the three sensing schemes.

2. Capacitive humidity sensing technology

Figure 1a depicts the basic design of a capacitive humidity sensor. This sensing method depends mainly on changing the permittivity of a sensing material due to its absorbance of water vapor molecules leading to a change in the capacitance value. As the sensing materials are exposed to the environment, water vapor molecules enter their pores resulting in a change of the sensing materials’ permittivity. This change occurs because the water molecules have high permittivity due to their polar structure compared to the permittivity of the sensing materials. The sensitivity of the used layer can be attributed to several parameters, e.g., pores sizes, layer thickness, and area exposed to the environment [8]. Capacitive sensing has several advantages over other sensing methods. It has a simple readout circuit, low power consumption, and nonmoving structure [9].

To calibrate the capacitance of the sensing element, another capacitive structure is fabricated next to it as a reference, Figure 1b. The sensing materials in this reference capacitor are completely covered by the top electrode and are not exposed to the environment. Hence, its permittivity can be referenced as it does not absorb any water vapor. The performance of the humidity sensor can be improved by adding a heating element beneath it. The heating element increases the sensing materials’ temperature, which increases the humidity diffusion constant and hence the response time. It can also be used to reset the sensor faster to the dry state [9]. Notice that heating the sensor will affect its dielectric constant, so compensation must be made to the readings to account.

2.1 Design and operation

Humidity can be sensed using a capacitive scheme by using two parallel electrodes with a material sensitive to water vapor as the insulating layer between the two electrodes, Figure 2a. The device capacitance is given by [8]:

\[ C = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{A}{d} \] (2)

Figure 1.
A 3D model of a capacitive humidity sensor as a (a) standalone, and (b) next to a capacitive reference [8].

Figure 2a.
where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the air permittivity, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity of the sensing material, \( A \) is the capacitive area, and \( d \) is the capacitive gap, i.e., sensing material thickness.

It is important that the device structure exposes the sensing material from its side surfaces in order to allow the sensing material between the electrodes to absorb moisture effectively, Figure 2b. If the sensing material is left without patterning, most of the moisture will be absorbed in the part that is not sandwiched between the electrodes, leading to low sensitivity [9].

There are several parameters that are used to characterize the capacitive sensor performance, e.g., response/recovery time, range, sensitivity, etc. The sensitivity of these sensors is usually linear and largely determined by device design structure design, and it can be expressed as [9]:

\[
S = \frac{\Delta C}{C \Delta RH}
\]  

where \( \Delta C \) is the capacitance change due to humidity, \( C \) is the nominal capacitance, and \( \Delta RH \) is the relative humidity variation.

For a quick response time and better sensitivity, the sensing material thickness should be minimized. Furthermore, the thickness of the electrodes should be minimized for better sensitivity and to reduce the parasitic capacitance, but that means additional fabrication steps that are needed to form the bonding pads [10–12]. Capacitive sensors can measure the humidity over the entire range from 0–100%, which makes them preferable in most applications [9].

2.2 Fabrication

Simple capacitive humidity sensors can be easily fabricated in a 3-mask process [9], Figure 3. The process starts with a handle silicon wafer covered with a thin layer of silicon dioxide to create an insulation layer that prevents short circuiting the capacitive electrodes when they are deposited later. Then a metallic layer, e.g., aluminum, is deposited on the wafer to form the bottom electrode. If the same layer will be used to create the pad for the wire bonding then its thickness should be around 300 nm to be able to stand the bonding step without punching through the layer and losing the signal connection. This metallic layer is then patterned using the first photolithography mask. Next, the sensing materials were deposited and patterned using the second photolithography mask. If the sensing materials are a polymer, e.g., polyimide, it can be spun and then cured before patterning it using a hard mask and an oxygen reactive ion etching step. The thickness of the sensing materials determines the performance of the device, which makes it critical to be
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**Figure 2.**
(a) Capacitive humidity sensor sensing scheme; and (b) a cross-section of the fabricated sensor [9].
controlled accurately, especially for the mass production of these sensors. The top electrode is then deposited and patterned using the third mask. If the same layer is to be used for the top electrode wire bonding, then the layer should be around 300 nm thick as well and the material must be a metal that can be wire bonded to, e.g., aluminum. In the last step, the sensing material is then etched in an anisotropic etching step to expose the sensing surfaces and form the final structure.

There are a variety of materials that can be used to sense humidity; however, polymers and ceramics are the most common materials in MEMS humidity sensors [8]. Porous semiconductors have been demonstrated to sense humidity. However, they have poor linearity and operate efficiently only in the range of relative humidity higher than 10–20%.

3. Piezoelectric humidity sensing technology

RF MEMS is one of the MEMS categories used to transmit radio frequency signals that operate in ultra-high frequency. A micromechanical resonator can be
used as a sensor to couple the energy in and out the resonator’s mechanical structure by actuating and sensing motion out of the mechanical resonator. The piezoelectric transduction mechanism is used to transfer the energy between the mechanical/electrical domains in the micromechanical system. Piezoelectric materials like ZnO can generate an electrical charge in response to applied external mechanical stress (force). This happens because the internal reticular electric polarization from piezoelectric materials is perturbed by mechanical means, and an electrical response can be generated because of the induced dielectric displacement. This behavior is called the direct piezoelectric effect [13].

On the contrary, the converse piezoelectric effect appears after applying an external electric field to a material that generates a mechanical deformation across the piezoelectric materials, which is directly proportional to both the electric field’s strength and the equivalent acoustic velocity ($V_{eq}$) within the bulk piezoelectric material layer. The piezoelectric layer’s internal electric polarization is affected by the mechanical deformation of the resonance frequency, and the piezoelectric effect can be calculated from the output current $i_0$. The piezoelectric effect can be closely governed by the following Equations [14]:

$$T = e^S \cdot S - p \cdot E$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$D = p \cdot S + e^S \cdot E$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $S$, $T$, $D$, and $E$ represent the strain, stress, electric displacement, and electric field, respectively. Also, $e^S$ is the elastic stiffness at a constant electric field, $e^S$ is the permittivity at a constant strain, and $p$ is the piezoelectric constant [14].

MEMS sensors based on metal oxide semiconductors such as zinc oxide (ZnO) and aluminum oxide ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$) have become one of the most attractive sensors for gas detecting applications [14]. Thin-film piezoelectric-on-substrate (TPoS) resonators based on ZnO have a considerable prospect to be used in mass or gas sensing applications. TPoS resonators are strategically coupled with low loss substrates like Si to have higher acoustic velocities and to store more energy which results in increasing the equivalent acoustic velocity to be higher than typical piezoelectric resonators [15]. Based on a previous study [16], the effects of mass loading on TPoS based resonators have shown high sensitivity of the first and fourth-order contour mode ZnO-on-Si MEMS resonator-based mass sensor, which provides massive potential in mass sensing applications.

3.1 Piezoelectric MEMS mass resonator

Piezoelectric MEMS mass resonator consists of top and bottom electrodes sandwiching a structural layer (resonator body) that can be silicon, nickel, diamond, or any other low acoustic loss structural material. The equivalent acoustic velocity can be found by [14]:

$$V_{eq} = \sqrt{\frac{E_1T_1 + E_2T_2 + ... + E_mT_m}{(\rho_1T_1 + \rho_2T_2 + ... + \rho_mT_m)(1 - \sigma^2)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $m$ is the number of the stacked layers; $T$ is the thickness of each material; $\rho$, $E$ and $\sigma$ indicate the density, Young’s Modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the stacked piezoelectric resonator structural materials [14]. The piezoelectric sensor is designed to be operated by applying a mechanical force to the body of the sensor which will excite the resonator system into the designed frequency mode. MEMS
resonator sensor is extremely sensitive and can probably provide the most accurate measurement comparing with other technology. The piezoelectric MEMS resonator’s output is a frequency that can be easily measured and monitored with very high accuracy using a vector network analyzer (VNA), as shown in Figure 4a. The frequency of the device all depends on the geometrical parameters as well as the material properties of the structure. The piezoelectric resonator can be used in gas sensing and humidity sensor applications. This resonator is sensitive enough to detect and sense any slight mass changes [17].

3.1.1 Design and operation

There are two modes of operation for MEMS sensors: static and dynamic modes. In the static mode, the resonator remains stationary where its deflection and actuation depend only on the variation of the surface stress. In the dynamic mode, the changes occur on the resonator’s mechanical stiffness, and the mass variation results in resonance frequency shift and amplitude change [18]. Dynamic mode is the most commonly used technique for gas and humidity sensing applications.
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**Figure 4.**
(a) Illustration of RF measurement set-up for piezoelectric mass sensor device to measure the frequency response; (b) SEM image showing 2D illustration of the dynamic mass of a 1st contour mode disk resonator for piezoelectric mass sensor device; (c) 3D illustration of sensing film, actuating and sensing electrodes for piezoelectric mass sensor device [14].
For humidity sensing application, MEMS resonator can be coated with a water or gas absorbing layer such as Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs). As the humidity increases, the value of the resonance frequency of the piezoelectric sensor will be shifted down due to the increase of the mass. The mass-loading effect can be calculated by monitoring the resonance frequency change of MEMS resonator, which is proportional to the ratio between the mode frequency and the equivalent mass given by [19]:

$$\Delta f = \frac{f_n \Delta m}{2m_e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $m_e$ is the effective mass of the resonator (also known as the equivalent dynamic mass of the resonator), $\Delta f$ is the measurable resonance frequency shift due to the loaded mass, $\Delta m$ is the change of mass, and $f_n$ is the resonance frequency of the n-order contour mode [19].

The piezoelectric MEMS resonator sensor’s working principle depends on the change in the frequency of the resonator structure due to the mass loading effect. Air can only absorb a certain amount of water vapor. This amount highly depends on the temperature. Piezoelectric MEMS sensor measures humidity with a mass type sensor. The sensor uses a principle like the piezoelectric effect to measure frequency, force, or strain changes which is super sensitive for mass variation. The piezoelectric dielectric material absorbs water vapor proportionately to the ambient humidity, thus changing the frequency due to the increase of the MEMS resonator device’s mass as the device becomes heavier. The humidity changes the mass of the sensor, which is proportional to the relative humidity in the air [19].

### 3.1.2 Fabrication process of piezoelectric humidity sensor

The most crucial feature of the piezoelectric MEMS resonator is the capability to integrate effectively with other electrical components in semiconductor chips that are deemed as IC-compatible for on-chip applications integrated with IC electronics such as sensing, signal processing, and wireless communication systems. Piezoelectric MEMS resonator is a technology that can be easily fabricated using semiconductor materials on a silicon or silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer substrate and standard fabrication process of material layers such as metal deposition, etching, and patterning [19]. The fabrication process of the piezoelectric mass resonator is described in Figure 5.

The fabrication process begins with a photolithography step using a positive photoresist and LOR to define a lift-off profile for the piezoelectric resonator’s bottom electrode. After that, a bottom electrode metal layer is deposited following by sputtering the piezoelectric layer (ZnO) with optimized parameters to achieve a (002) c-axis-aligned crystal orientation, as shown in Figure 5b. Next, a photoresist is used to pattern the access to define the anchor points for the grounding, which will allow the ohmic contact between the bottom electrode and the subsequent top electrode after etching the ZnO from this anchor point by using ZnO wet etch solution. The top electrode process is performed using LOR and photoresist to have a lift-off profile for defining the piezoelectric resonator’s top electrodes following by top electrodes metal layer deposition, as shown in Figure 5d. Then, the piezoelectric layer is etched to define the resonator body by performing ZnO dry etch using the DRIE tool for etching the ZnO and the Si anisotropically. Finally, backside etching technique is used to release the device after defining a selected area by patterning a photoresist on the backside of the wafer to allow etching and removal of Si in...
selected areas using HAR DRIE Si etch followed by SiO2 anisotropic directional dry etch to suspend and fully release the device as shown in Figure 5f.

3.2 MOF-based functionalized mass sensors

Metal–Organic Framework (MOF) thin film-coated metal oxide layers have recently been exploited to implement ultra-high sensitivity gas sensors. A thin MOF layer is gradually coated on the ZnO surface to form an ultrahigh sensitive layer to further tune the newly integrated MOF and ZnO materials with desired properties to detect gas and humidity efficiently [20–22]. The piezoelectric sensor can be used in sensing applications based on the changes in the physical properties of the device, such as stress or the mass due to gas absorption at the surface of the device. This device can also be used for humidity sensing applications by coating MOF on ZnO on-Si resonators. The humidity is controlled by detecting the mass changes and monitoring the resonating structure’s frequency changes due to the mass loading and surface stress changes (static mode) after absorbing the humidity in the air. Wang’s group has grown MOF crystals on ZnO-on-Si resonators to develop a new ultrasensitive sensor for gas and humidity detection by combining the MOF crystals layer, which has excellent absorption and discrimination qualities, and the ZnO layer, which has excellent sensitivity. The sensor can reach a sensitivity of about 191 Hz pg-1 after performing FIB- micro pellet depositions and measuring the frequency change per deposition. The frequency change $\Delta f_0$ was measured to be 726 Hz [16].

4. Resistive humidity sensing technology

Resistive humidity sensing technology depends highly on the water molecules’ absorption into the sensitive material used in the system. Such exposure to humidity can cause either electrical or mechanical effects due to its interaction with the water molecules. Electrical effects, typically impedance change, are measured in standard resistive humidity sensors, while mechanical effects, typically mechanical deformation, are used in piezoresistive humidity sensors. Each of these sensors is designed differently based on the detection mechanisms [23, 24].
4.1 Standard resistive humidity sensors

The standard resistive humidity sensing fabrication process is quite simple, using an insulator material as a starting substrate such as glass. Then, it follows with a metallic patterning of interdigitated electrodes covered by materials that are sensitive to humid environments, as shown in Figure 6. The selection of the sensitive materials in these types of sensors determines the quality and the performance of the resistive humidity sensors [23].

The resistive humidity sensors are categorized by the sensitive materials. These materials are generally divided into four groups of materials: ceramics, polymer, electrolytes, and mixer of ceramic/polymer, also known as hybrid composites-based sensors.

Electrolytes based sensors, developed by Dunmore in 1938, are the first developed sensors for humidity detection [26]. The lithium chloride (LiCl) was used by Dunmore as a sensitive material to the humid environment for circuit applications [26]. The humidity can be detected in these types of sensors when the water molecules are absorbed by the electrolyte cells. The electrical effects can also be measured when the cell conductivity changes. The difficulty of working under harsh humid conditions and the low performance had led to developing sensors of other types of materials.

Polymer based humidity sensors are generally categorized into two classes of polymers: polyelectrolytes and conjugated polymers. Typically, polymer humidity sensors’ performance depends on the polymer’s chemical properties. Polyelectrolytes are hydrophilic and their conductivity is lower than conjugated polymers. Fabrication of polyelectrolytes polymers requires chemical reactions to change the polymers’ water solubility without affecting their hydrophilicity, making them inconvenient in contrast with ceramics-based sensors due to their low sensitivity and poor impedance [27]. Several polyelectrolyte materials have been investigated, such as ammonium salt and sulfonate salts [28, 29]. The conductivity in most polymer-based sensors has an inverse relationship with the humidity level. This correlation was observed to be non-linear, unlike piezoresistive-based and capacitive-based humidity sensors [30, 31]. Conjugated polymers are hydrophobic, and their conductivity can be significantly increased by doping metallic ions. By doping the polymer, the humidity decreases at a low level and thus increases the impedance change. Various polymers were doped with different metallic catalysts such as nickel and gold [32, 33]. As a result, the conductivity of the sensors had enhanced as well as other performance parameters such as linearity, sensitivity, response time, etc. [34, 35].

Ceramics based sensors proved to have advantages over polymer-based sensors in terms of mechanical strength, ability to operate at elevated temperature, effectiveness in absorbing water molecules on the surface, and better chemical stability.
Several materials have been studied in literature at different humidity levels and different temperature ranges, such as MnWO₄ and SnO₂ [35, 36]. Most of the ceramic based sensors’ materials utilize compounded materials to overcome the deficiency issues found in typical materials, such as poor sensitivity and inability to work in harsh environments [12]. On the other hand, ceramic based sensors have incompatibility problems with IC fabrication technology due to their surface contamination [36].

Another type that utilizes the advantages of both polymer sensors and ceramic sensors is the formulation of the composite/compound of the two materials. Recently, such a method has shown its capability to produce sensing elements that offer better performance since they gained the polymer and ceramic materials advantages. Several composites have been investigated in the literature, such as polyaniline and tungsten oxide (PANI/WO₃), TiO₂ nanoparticle/polypyrrole, iron oxide-polypyrrole (Fe₃O₄-PPY) nanocomposite, etc. These hybrid sensors have shown high performance behaviors in response time, mechanical strength, and hysteresis features [37–39].

### 4.2 Piezoresistive humidity sensors

Unlike standard resistive based humidity sensors where only one material controls the sensor operation of sensing and detection, piezoresistive based humidity sensors require two materials for their operation. As a result, the humidity sensors’ performance was improved, especially that they do not exhibit non-linearity problems at low humidity like standard humidity-based sensors [30]. The two materials in these types of sensors are: humid sensitive materials and mechanical sensitive materials or piezoresistive materials. The sensitive materials sense the water molecules and the piezoresistive materials detect the stress changes due to the expansion caused by absorbing the water molecules in the sensitive layer. Piezoresistive based sensors are MEMS devices that are compatible with pre-CMOS and post-CMOS technologies [39]. The fact that the Si has large piezoresistive coefficients has allowed it to be widely used as piezoresistive material over other materials such as metals. It also enabled these sensors to be used in miniaturized devices since Si is the based material in surface and bulk micromachining technologies [39, 40].

The piezoresistive effects were noticed in the 19th century by Wiliam Thomson [41]. He noticed in his experiments that resistivity is related to the mechanical loads in metals, which he used as piezoresistive materials [41]. In the 20th century, the piezoresistive behavior was studied intensively by many scholars in the field and was pioneered by Smith SC [42]. The piezoresistive coefficient in piezoresistive materials relates the resistivity with the mechanical stress as follow:

$$\frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} = \pi \sigma$$

where, $\rho$, $\pi$, $\sigma$ are resistivity, piezoresistive coefficient and stress, respectively [24].

Piezoresistive humidity sensors have been developed and miniaturized using micromachining technology. Early designs of piezoresistive sensors were fabricated using bulk micromachining process where SOI wafers are typically utilized as starting wafers and wet bulk etching of the back-side of the wafer leading to some limitation of the process precision. Surface micromachining was also used to develop these types of sensors. J-Q Huang et al. reported a successful method that is compatible with pre-CMOS and post-CMOS technologies using microcantilever as humidity sensors. Such a technique has exhibited better sensors’ performance in terms of sensitivity and linearity [39]. A comparison between the three types from [27, 28].
examples of published work in humid sensing technologies in terms of sensitivity and response time is presented in Table 1.

5. Conclusion

This chapter reviewed three types of MEMS humidity sensors: capacitive, piezoelectric, and resistive sensors. While the capacitive sensing depends on the changing permittivity of the sensing material, the humidity can be determined in the piezoelectric sensors by measuring the shift in the resonance frequency. The resistive sensors use the change in resistivity to detect the humidity change. Capacitive sensors in general exhibit higher linearity, faster response and temperature compensation but are sensitive to gas contaminations compared to the resistive sensors [48]. Piezoelectric sensors, on the other hand, do not require external power source which is needed for both capacitive and resistive. The resistive sensors are cheaper to build and have simple readout circuit compared to the other two types [49].
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Chapter 5

Graphene and Its Nanocomposites Based Humidity Sensors: Recent Trends and Challenges
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Abstract

Humidity sensors are of utmost importance in certain areas of life, in processing industries, in fabrication laboratories and in agriculture. Precise evaluation of humidity percentage in air is the need of various applications. Graphene and its composites have shown great potential in performing as humidity sensors owing to enormous surface area, very low electrical noise, high electrical conductivity, mechanical and thermal stability and high room temperature mobility. There is no such extensive review on graphene-based devices for humidity sensing applications. This review extensively discusses graphene-based devices intended towards sensing humidity, starting from the methods of synthesizing graphene, its electronic and mechanical properties favoring sensing behavior and different types of sensing mechanisms. The review also studies the performance and recent trends in humidity sensor based on graphene, graphene quantum dots, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide and various composite materials based on graphene such as graphene/polymer, graphene/metal oxide or graphene/metal. Discussions on the limitations and challenges of the graphene-based humidity sensors along with its future trends are made.

Keywords: Humidity sensors, Synthesis of graphene, Graphene oxide, Graphene quantum dots, Graphene/2D materials

1. Introduction

Humidity sensors is one of the habitual sensors used in our regular activities. It plays a significant part in controlling humidity in certain application areas such as monitoring moisture in agriculture, processing industry, device fabrication laboratories, monitoring indoor air quality, controlling domestic instruments, medical applications and in weather forecasting [1, 2]. Humidity sensors detects the amount of water in the atmosphere and transforms it into a measurable signal. After interaction with the water molecules, the physical parameters of the humidity sensors are observed to change. These parameters decide on the category of humidity sensor such as resistive, capacitive, optical-fiber, impedance, surface-acoustic wave (SAW), Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and resonance type [3]. Many ultra-sensitive materials have been developed towards detection of water molecules such as ceramics (Al2O3, SiO2 etc.) [2], perovskite compounds [4, 5], semiconductors
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(SnO2, ZnO, etc.) [6, 7], semiconducting and conducting polymers [8] and 2-D materials such as MoS2 [9], WS2 [10], black phosphorus [11], carbon nanotubes [12] and graphene [13].

Graphene and graphene-based composite nanomaterials in this context are attracting significant attention due to its fascinating and unique electrical, mechanical and optical properties. Various methods of graphene synthesis have been discovered such as sublimation of silicon carbide (SiC) at high temperature, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), mechanical exfoliation etc. However, to ensure the availability of graphene-based sensor devices widely to the society, cost of these sensors must be as low as possible and large-scale production of graphene should be feasible. Production of chemically derived graphene by reducing graphene oxide is an economical process and requires very user friendly and low-cost equipment and resources. Modified Hummers method-based synthesis of graphene is well known. Various reducing techniques of graphene oxide leads to the formation of chemically derived graphene (reduced graphene oxide) with different functional groups attached to it. Chemically derived graphene induces several defects on its matrix compared to pristine graphene. These defect sites act as electroactive and optical centers for sensing applications. Tuning the mechanical, optical and electrical properties of graphene for various sensing applications can be done quite efficiently by i) metal doping, ii) decorating it with nanoparticles, iii) selectively reducing the functional groups, iv) making nanocomposites with metal oxide nanoparticles or polymers and many more.

Even though there are some articles related to progress of chemical, tactile and gas sensors based on graphene [14, 15], there are no such review article on humidity sensors based on graphene. The main focus of this review is to discuss the recent advances in humidity sensors based on graphene. The review is partitioned into three parts: Synthesis of graphene and its related properties favoring sensing phenomenon, sensing mechanism of different humidity sensors and advances made in graphene and its composite towards fabrication of humidity sensors. The synthesis part explains the different methods of preparing pristine graphene, chemically derived graphene and also describes the different properties of graphene that facilitates the use of graphene as a sensing material. The different mechanisms include seven types of graphene-based humidity sensors and its description. The last part discusses the progress made in humidity sensor development using graphene and graphene-based composites as sensing material. Finally, challenges faced by graphene-based humidity sensors and the outlook towards future research and developments are discussed.

2. Graphene as a transducing material owing to its properties

Graphene is a sp2 hybridized honeycomb-like structure with an array of carbon atoms featuring a bond length of 1.42 Å and 120° angles. It is a monolayer structure being established as the thinnest form of carbon nanomaterials and probably the thinnest material discovered. The symmetry of this two-dimensional lattice gives rise to some fascinating electronic and mechanical properties. Graphene is known to be the strongest material ever found [16] with an ability to be bent without affecting its internal structure and properties. Graphite being the parent material, comprises stacking of several graphene layers on top of one another having an inter-layer separation of 3.354 Å [17]. There are two different ways in which the graphene layers could be stacked as shown in Figure 1. Eighty percent of the graphite found in nature is the Bernal graphite, an allotrope of graphite comprising ABA stacking configuration. Fourteen percent of the graphite found is of the type rhombohedral
with ABC stacking configuration, whereas the rest six percent is disordered in nature having no such stacking configuration. Single layer graphene is very difficult to obtain and it has very low yield. Hence few layered graphene is considered in most of the cases for device fabrication towards heavy metal sensors, as its properties are in between that of graphite and single layer graphene, with high mechanical and electrical stability. However, both single layer and few layered graphene can be used towards sensing application after proper functionalization.

2.1 Electronic properties

The formation of perfect honeycomb lattice from the arrangement of carbon atoms results in electronic properties of graphene. Hybridized orbitals that are sp2 in nature is the backbone of graphene. The p orbitals that are perpendicular to the lattice is responsible for conductivity in the graphene matrix. These orbitals get conjugated to form conduction bands ($\pi^*$) and valence bands ($\pi$), which are significant towards sensing of various analytes. The transduction of the interaction between the graphene-based materials and the analytes to a readable electrical signal is facilitated by these orbitals. The fermi level of pristine graphene is located exactly in the position where the conduction and valence bands meet. Altogether, in the Brillouin zone, there are six such points where conduction band meets valence band. These points are termed as neutrality points or Dirac points and in the reciprocal space, it is labeled as K and K’ [18]. The ability of electrons in graphene to travel sub-micron distances without any scattering (travel without electrical resistance) is known as ballistic transport. This type of transport in graphene is observed at room temperature and is not affected by the adsorbates present in the graphene matrix or the substrate’s topography [19]. Even though at room temperature, impurity scattering limits the mobility of charge carriers, the mobility of carriers in graphene stays very high even at the presence of chemical and electrical dopants at high concentrations [20]. Electrical robustness of graphene-based sensors is attributed to these types of transport phenomenon. Tuning of charge carriers between holes and electrons for doping graphene is possible due to the presence of strong ambipolar electric field effect. This facile modulation of graphene field effect transistors allows detection of n-type and p-type analytes with very high sensitivity, as will be discussed later. At the fermi level, the conductivity of graphene does not get vanished as conductivity of graphene is quantized. Eventually, at the fermi level where density of states approaches zero, there still exists finite conductivity. The last charge carrier provides $e^2/h$ as the minimum conductivity [18]. Hence, graphene is found to have no transition of metal–insulator while measurement of $\sigma_{\text{min}}$. The experimentally obtained value for $\sigma_{\text{min}}$ is found to be $4e^2/h$. The electronic property of graphene changes with change in the number of
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graphene layers. At one horizon, single layer graphene is a semiconductor having zero band gap (semimetal having zero overlap) and on the other horizon, graphite is found to be a semimetal having a band overlap of 41 meV. With respect to the properties of graphene, the threshold between bulk and single layer graphene is not much clear. With increase in the number of graphene layers, the band overlap starts increasing till it reaches that of the bulk graphite. The amount of overlap seems to be a decent indicator of the threshold between 2D and 3D behavior of graphene. It is observed that, for graphene with more than 11 layers, the overlap is seen to vary only 10% compared to that of bulk graphite. Hence, 10 layers are suggested to be the limit to few layers’ graphene. Therefore, single layer graphene as well as few layers graphene (up to 10 layers) can be used towards water contaminant and heavy metal detection.

2.2 Mechanical properties

Molecular dynamics-based simulations are carried out to investigate the fracture strength and Young’s modulus of single layer graphene. Measurements related to force-displacements by AFM (atomic force microscopy) was conducted to analyze the Young’s modulus of few layer graphene. The AFM measurements were conducted on strips of graphene after being suspended over trenches. Measurements using AFM by nanoindentation was conducted to measure the intrinsic breaking strength and other elastic properties of graphene [21]. Defect free single layer graphene was found to have fracture strength of 130 GPa and Young’s modulus of 1.0 TPa.

3. Synthesis of graphene for humidity sensors

Synthesis of graphene can be categorized into two different approaches, top-down and bottom-up. Top-down approaches deal with exfoliation of bulk graphite into single layer (or few layer) graphene. Bottom-up approaches include pyrolysis, epitaxial growth, chemical vapor deposition and plasma synthesis.

3.1 Top-down techniques

The top-down technique deals with attacking the raw bulk graphite and separate the layers to obtain sheets of graphene. Mechanical and chemical exfoliation of bulk graphite powder results in single to few layers of graphene sheet characterized by Raman spectroscopy.

3.1.1 Mechanical exfoliation

Exfoliation of bulk graphite mechanically to extract single layer to few layer graphene sheets over desired substrates is a well-known method. The superficial part of the graphite experiences longitudinal or transverse stress during mechanical exfoliation. The interlayer distance between graphene layers is 3.354 Å and the value of bond energy is found to be 2 eV/nm2. The external force required for mechanical cleaving of graphite layers to obtain single atomic layer graphene sheet is approximately 300 nN/mm2. When the partially filled p-orbitals overlap perpendicularly on a plane sheet, the van der Waals forces results in stacking of the sheets. The higher lattice spacing in vertical direction and poor bonding forces between the layers causes the reverse step of stacking, exfoliation to occur when external forces are applied. This mechanical exfoliation is carried out by peeling layers from different
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Graphitic substances such as HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic graphite), natural graphite and monocrystal graphite. Mechanical exfoliation is generally carried out using different agents such as ultrasonic, electric field and scotch tape.

3.1.2 Chemical reduction of graphite oxide

One of the top-down approaches to produce enormous amount of graphene is through chemical reduction of graphite oxide. Synthesizing graphite oxide requires oxidation of graphite, which is usually done by utilizing certain oxidants such as potassium permanganate, concentrated nitric acid and sulfuric acid. In 1860, graphene oxide was first produced by Brodie, Staudenmaier and Hummers. After this discovery, modified Hummers method and Improved Hummers method were created [22]. Major differences between these methods are the types of oxidants, the number of steps and degree of toxicity. With progress, the toxic nature of synthesis could be eliminated with decrease in reduction steps. Once the oxidation is complete, various reducing agents are employed to remove the oxidizing groups from graphene oxide. The reducing agents may be sodium borohydrate, hydroxylamine, glucose, pyrrole, ascorbic acid, phenyl hydrazine and many more. Formation of reduced graphene oxide suspensions in organic solvents is of common practice, because graphene oxide is hydrophilic in nature, but reduced graphene oxide is hydrophobic, which leads to agglomeration of graphene sheets. Chemical reduction of graphene oxide is a very famous technique among the research community due to i) large quantity of graphene sheets, ii) desired functionalization of graphene sheets for various applications including sensing; transparent conducting electrodes for solar cell; electrochemical high energy electrode material for energy storage and many more; and iii) tuning defects or presence of functional groups by various approaches of reduction.

3.2 Bottom-up techniques

Bottom-up techniques deal with formation of graphene from carbonaceous species in vapor state. The formation of graphene from atoms of carbon results in defect free pure graphene sheets. However, the yield of graphene which is low in such cases, should be improved. Bottom-up strategies include pyrolysis, epitaxial growth, CVD, plasma synthesis and many more.

3.2.1 Pyrolysis

The pyrolysis technique comprises of formation of graphene sheets chemically by solvo-thermal method. For example, one may use 1:1 molar ratio of sodium and ethanol in a container vessel during the entire duration of thermal treatment. Another approach is pyrolization of sodium ethoxide through the process of sonication. This results in better performance towards detachment of graphene sheets.

3.2.2 Epitaxial growth

One of the methods to grow graphene on substrate surfaces is epitaxial growth. Graphene can be prepared by heating and cooling down a crystal of silicon carbide (SiC) at an optimum pressure. Graphene can grow on both silicon and carbide face. Growth over silicon face of the crystal leads to the formation of monolayer or bi-layer graphene. However, growth on the carbide face of the crystal leads to the formation of few layer graphene [23]. The parameters used during the growth process i.e. temperature, heating rate (ramp) and pressure facilitates the quality and
nature of graphene produced. In case, high temperature and pressure is applied, growth of carbon nanotubes is favored compared to graphene. Hence, by varying the conditions, different morphology and materials can be obtained such as carbon nanotube, graphene sheets, graphene nanoribbons etc. The lattice of Ni(III) surface is very close to that of graphene with a difference of only 1.3%. Hence, by approach of nickel diffusion [24], a thin layer of nickel might be evaporated onto the SiC crystal surface. After heat is applied, graphene will be found on the surface due to diffusion of carbon through the nickel layer. However, the entire process depends on the temperature and heating rate. This additional layer of nickel allows better separation of graphene grown on the surface of silicon carbide crystal. However, due to the formation of defects and grain boundaries, the quality of graphene is not the best and the as formed graphene lacks homogeneity.

3.2.3 Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

CVD is one of the best techniques to produce high quality graphene sheets. It is basically a technique which involves reaction in the gaseous phase and deposition onto a desired substrate [25]. The combination of gaseous species in a reaction chamber occurs at a desired optimum pressure and temperature. When the reactant gases meet the substrate in a heated reaction chamber, a material film is seen to grow over the substrate. There are certain by products in the chamber, which are removed during the process. The temperature of the substrate plays a significant role to facilitate proper reaction mechanisms. The speed of deposition of material over the substrate is very low and in the range of few microns per hour. Two types of CVD are widely used, namely, ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) and low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD).

4. Graphene based humidity sensing mechanism

In this section, various varieties of graphene-based humidity sensing mechanism have been explored, which identifies the intrinsic mechanism involved with the water molecules in connection with the graphene’s surface architecture. The interface between the available water molecules over the surface of graphene material makes a net deflection in the signal response making it an ultrasensitive sensing material for humidity sensing approach. This section highlights five types of sensing mechanisms for graphene-based humidity sensors, which includes the SAW, FET, resistive, capacitive and optical fiber-based sensing mechanisms.

4.1 Humidity sensors based on field-effect transistor (FET)

Owing to the ease of miniaturization, nature of portability, higher sensitivity, FET based Gas sensing has been designed for widespread applications [26]. Typically, a graphene-based humidity sensor comprises of graphene as the channel material, a thin dielectric layered gate electrode (Figure 2) and source and drain electrodes, respectively. It is through the dielectric layer; a bias voltage is usually applied on the gate electrode which has the role to modulate the graphene channel’s intrinsic conductivity. It is under a constant applied gate voltage; the net humidity sensing is usually measured by measuring the current change of the graphene channel before and after exposing the channel to humidity environment. Usually, the underlying mechanisms associated with the change in the current response lies in the fact that whenever the water or gaseous molecules comes into the closer
proximity of graphene’s surface molecules, there is change and alterations in the intrinsic electronic structure of the sensing material. In our case, the sensing material graphene is a material of augmented surface area (theoretical surface area of 2630 m²/gm). Such a huge surface area makes graphene an ideal candidate for functionalization with several functional groups for making the humidity sensors sensitive and much more robust. It is usually noticed that gases like CO, H2, SO2, H2S, NH3, NO, NO2 and ethanol can be detected in a sensitive manner owing to the gaseous molecular interaction between the exposed gaseous molecules and the graphene sensing material [27].

### 4.2 Resistive humidity sensors

Resistive humidity sensing has become one of the widest used humidity sensing platforms because of its intrinsic low driven power, easy miniaturization, higher rate of reusability and simplicity in operation and that too at the economical scale. In general, the change in humidity sensing is based on the net change in the electrical resistance of the graphene sensing material, which gets changed with the adsorbing water molecules over the sensing material (Figure 2). The configuration of the typical resistive sensor is based on the two conductive electrodes placed on an inert substrate, which besides the resistance change for humidity change can detect the net current change of the sensing mechanism. In order to augment the sensing area of the material, the employed electrodes are usually interdigitated. In the underlying principle, the sensing materials can be made further sensitive by coating the sensing materials with different functional groups, making more surface area available for adsorption of exposed water molecules, making porous structure, compositing the sensitive materials with other available more sensitive components. In this category of sensors, different gaseous analytes like CO, H2, NO2, Cl2, O2 and other organic vapors can be detected by changing the different sensing materials [28–30].

### 4.3 Capacitive based humidity sensors

Humidity sensors based upon capacitive properties of the GO materials lies in the fact that GO based sensing materials are insulating in nature. It is seen that
with the available water molecules adsorbed over the GO structure, there is a proportional increase in the proton conductivity rate. This phenomenon signifies the rate of water detection over the structure of GO when tested using capacitive mode. Upon water molecule adsorption, there is proton conductivity which results into change in the capacitance value [31]. In this view it could be argued that GO based capacitive sensors, typically works as water-sensitive dielectric in a purely double-layered electrochemical capacitor for the slightest detection of the humidity available in the surrounding atmosphere. In the configuration side, capacitive based humidity sensors possess the in-plane type to expose the maximum active surface area and is consists of two portions, GO-based sensing materials as the dielectrics and the interdigitated conductive electrodes [32]. In the underlying architecture of the capacitive based humidity sensors, the interdigitated conductive electrodes can be made up of metal materials, as well as rGO based coating for all humidity-based sensing approach. In order to make the sensing material of GO a dielectric based humidity sensing, GO can be composited with the different proton conductive material for making the GO based capacitive based humidity sensing sensitive and robust in nature.

4.4 Surface acoustic wave (SAW) based humidity sensors

The Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) humidity sensors are basically micro-electromechanical systems, whose detection of humidity is solely based upon the modulation of the surface acoustic waves. Typically, a SAW based humidity sensor comprises of a decay line in between the two interdigitated transducer (IDT), piezoelectric substrate [33]. Mechanical SAW is produced with the input IDT signal under the sinusoidal electrical signal, which uses the net piezoelectric effect of the utilized piezoelectric substrate. The surrounding humidity environment influences the obtained SAW signal. Electrical signal is thus been produced by the available SAW signal by the piezoelectric effect. It is perceived that the changing signals of the amplitude, phase, frequency or time delay could be associated with the occurrence in the sensing phenomenon. The change in the physical properties of the sensing materials like mass, visco-elasticity, conductance also affects the acoustic wave velocity or the net attenuation [34]. It is understood that graphene-based SAW detection of humidity sensing lies in the underlying principle that hydrophilic GO or GO based composites makes the mass dependence SAW signaling of humidity detection. The GO and GO based sensing material consist of defects, which entrap the water molecules for making the mass dependence of SAW, contributing to sensing phenomenon of humidity sensors. It has been investigated by Balashov et al., by preparing a type of humidity sensors by coating a submicron-thick film of GO or a PVA thin film on the decay line, and the same GO based humidity sensor exhibits a sensitivity of 1.54 kHz/ % RH, which is much higher than the 0.47 KHz/% RH and 0.13 KHz/ % RH for the PVA coated and uncoated one [33]. A higher sensitivity from 0.5% RH to 85% RH has been shown by few studies, whereby ZnO piezoelectric thin film has been grown on the glass substrate with GO as the sensing material and layer. The set-up has showed the fastest response (from rise time 1 s and fall time of ~19 s) [35]. Subsequent studies have also revealed that flexible SAW humidity sensors with a different substrate material of polyamide substrate [36]. There are also reports whereby SAW humidity sensors were designed based on the GO film/ ZnO/Si substrate. The set up leads to achieved sensitivity of ~91 KHz/% RH with a net linear response towards humidity sensing in the working range of 20–98% [37]. Another study has revealed that AlN/Si doped layered structure work as SAW humidity sensor, whereby GO has been used as the base sensing material along with the low temperature coefficient of frequency. The value of 42.08 KHz/% RH in RH
higher than 80% has worked excellent at both the lower value of 90% RH humidity showing an improved thermal stability and outstanding short-term repeatability.

### 4.5 Optical fiber-based humidity sensors

Optical fiber-based humidity sensors work on the principle of sensing humidity inside the optical fiber which gets sensed by deflecting the water molecules inside the optical fibers, dielectric power or the refractive index. As compared to the conventional electronic humidity sensors, such types of sensors have an added advantage of working in the harsher environments, which comprises the flammable environments, higher temperature and electromagnetic immunity. Also, it has been studied that owing to the higher cost of fabrication repeatability, higher cost of optical equipment's has resulted into the limitations in the applications of optical fiber-based humidity sensors. Owing to the excellent water-adsorbing properties of the GO films, graphene materials have been selected as the potential candidate for the humidity sensing inside the optical fiber which has become the best platform for preserving data loss and accurate humidity sensing paradigm. A power variation of up to 6.9 dB in the higher relative humidity range (70–95%) has been achieved by Xiao et al. who have shown the RGO coated side-polished fiber. Such study has shown a correlation efficiency of ~98.2%, a sensitivity of 0.31 dB/% RH, a response speed of faster than 0.13% RH/s with an overall good rate of repeatability in the 75–95% RH [38].

They have shown that the humidity sensor-based on side-polished single mode fiber coated with GO films, resulted into higher and better performance. The polymer channel waveguide upon subjection of the TE mode adsorption at 1550 nm gets influenced by the water molecular adsorption over the surface of GO, which contributes to the linkage between the optical absorption and the net relative humidity mechanism. One of the research studies have shown that Bragg grating coated GO films exhibited a maximum humidity response with sensitivity ~0.129 dB/ % RH which consists a linear coefficient of 99% proportion under the range of 10–80%. This is further dependent upon the water molecular adsorption and desorption phenomenon over the GO films. It has been also shown by them that the optical fiber humidity sensors based on in-fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer coated with GO or GO/PVA composite shows linearity and good stability [39]. Several studies have highlighted the deposition of Fabry-Perot resonator humidity sensors which is shown by depositing the RGO films or graphene quantum dots [40, 41] over the surface of the hollow core fiber, along with slight leakage of resonant wavelength. Refractive index of the material plays a paramount role in determining the type of RGO based optical sensor in this case. It has been studied that optical fibers coated with the graphene-based materials not only has been used in the humidity sensors but also been used in the biological and chemical sensors.

### 5. Different graphene-based materials for humidity sensing

It is well known that the molecules of water present in the environment ensures electronic and physical changes in the sensing materials based on graphene. It is noted that by monitoring different property changes such as resistance, mass, surface acoustic wave, capacitance and impedance, detection of humidity is possible. The current section elaborates recent trends in humidity sensors based on graphene. The following section describes sensors based on electronic properties utilizing technique of measurement such as resistance, capacitance and impedance. Six sub classes of graphene-based material are studied in the following section.
5.1 Pristine graphene-based humidity sensor

FET based gas sensor with pristine graphene as sensing material was first demonstrated by Novoselov et al. Micromechanical cleavage of graphite led to formation of pristine graphene which was transferred to the surface of oxidized wafers of silicon. This layer of graphene not only responded to water molecules but also detected presence of ammonia and oxides of carbon and nitrogen [26]. The electronic properties of the gas sensor induce separate responses towards different gases, like ammonia and carbon monoxide act as donors whereas nitrogen dioxide and humidity act as acceptors. Exceptional high sensitivity of graphene-based sensors is achieved due to extremely low noise of graphene. The electronic property of graphene such as band gap varies with change in humidity environment. The band gap is seen to increase with increase in humidity due to increase in adsorbed water molecules on the surface of graphene. This leads to increase in resistivity with increase in humidity [42]. Smith et al. fabricated graphene by CVD process over silicon dioxide and demonstrated an efficient humidity sensor based on resistance change mechanism. The sensor showed fast response and recovery of less than 1 sec due to quick physisorption and desorption of water vapor over the surface of graphene. Simulation showed that the interaction of impurity bands of the substrate with the electrostatic dipole moment of the water molecules leads to sensitivity of the graphene surface to humidity. Popov et al. reported an interesting phenomenon that the adsorption of water molecules at different locations lead to variable resistance change due to divergent mechanism of interaction. An increase in resistivity is observed when the water molecules are adsorbed at the grain boundary defects which occurs due to the p-type nature of graphene and donor type behavior of the water molecules. However, adsorption of water molecules at the edge defects of multilayer graphene contributes to ionic conductivity due to formation of conductive chains. A study by Son et al. revealed that the humidity sensing performance hardly undergoes a change due to physical defects whereas chemical defects may contribute to enhancement in performance. This can be achieved by thickness control of the graphene layer and the area of coverage with PMMA over the graphene surface [43].

A bi-layer graphene-based gas sensor was developed by Fan et al. [44], and its investigation showed a quick humidity response and recovery of the sensor. Experimental calculations supported by theoretical analysis showed that the response of bi-layer graphene was less compared to single layer graphene. Zhu et al. developed a highly efficient humidity sensor, however the sensing material used was wrinkled graphene [45]. The wrinkles prevented aggregation of water molecules (microdroplets) over the graphene surface which facilitated fast desorption leading to quick recovery. The sensor is observed to show ultrafast response of 12.5 ms and can be utilized in monitoring sudden respiratory rate and depth changes. CVD grown graphene over woven fabrics was also developed which was used to detect humidity and temperature simultaneously. A study [46] revealed that interlayer interaction of graphene gets modified when the humidity is over 50%. This calls for further attention to stability and recoverability of multi-layer graphene along with focus on repeatability of the sensor. Hence, even with quick response and recovery, the stability and sensitivity of pristine graphene is an area of improvement.

5.2 Graphene oxide-based humidity sensor

Large scalability, very low cost, high yield, simple preparation technique and high sensitivity to proton-conductivity has encouraged investigation of humidity
sensors based on graphene oxide (GO). The proton conductivity helps in detection of water molecules through impedance or capacitance signals [47]. A humidity sensor was constructed by Bi et al. where they deposited GO over interdigitated micro-electrodes and measured the change in capacitance with a LCR meter. The change in capacitance was observed with change in humidity levels and it also varied with frequency. The sensitivity of the device was found to be high in the RH range 15–95%. The sensor exhibited a response time of 10.5 sec and recovery time of 41 sec. Park et al. demonstrated the relation between adsorption/desorption hysteresis with sensitivity [48] of GO film working in conductometric mode. The study revealed that sensors fabricated at pH 3.3 shows reduced sensitivity and less hysteresis error than the sensors fabricated at pH 9.5. Many strategies are taken up to improve the humidity sensing performance of the GO films such as ultra-large size of GO to enhance the proton conductivity, doping of GO with heteroatoms, GO foams that are free standing facilitating increase in active sites, GO coated over silk fiber to benefit flexibility of the sensor and many more. Graphene oxide may be coated over a flexible substrate to function as a wearable colorimetric humidity sensor as demonstrated by Hong et al. [49].

In general, interdigitated electrodes are prepared by photolithography to contain the GO sensing layer for humidity sensing application. However, gold and silver are quite expensive and patterning requires expensive instruments, skilled professionals and complex procedures. Nowadays, direct laser writing techniques are used to develop electrodes in non-contact mode, with no need for post processing, clean room and are very compatible with commercial electronic product lines such as sensors, devices for energy storage and self-powered devices [50]. Laser irradiation may be used to reduce graphene oxide to form conductive electrodes of reduced graphene oxide with very high conductivity. However, graphene oxide may still act as humidity sensitive sensing layer in the same device. Ajayan et al. developed a micro-supercapacitor (interdigitated) over a hydrated graphene oxide film and demonstrated that proton conductivity in graphene oxide is directly dependent on humidity concentration. A facile fabrication of humidity sensor based on rGO/GO/ rGO was reported over a flexible substrate of PET, which used direct laser writing with semiconductor diode laser. The black color of GO turned to gray rGO when laser was irradiated over the GO surface with evolution of certain gases. The rGO so formed was characterized by Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The performance of GO based humidity sensors when evaluated shows very fast response and high sensitivity along with long term stability. Recently, an ultrasensitive humidity sensor have been achieved by Zhang et al. [51] by incorporating polydopamine with graphene oxide and using the principles of quartz crystal microbalance. However, GO based sensors show changes due to proton conductivity, hence their selectivity may be distributed over gases donating or accepting protons. Therefore, selectivity is an area of concern and improvement.

5.3 Reduced graphene oxide-based humidity sensor

The reduction of insulating GO leads to formation of conductive rGO (reduced graphene oxide). The reduced rGO is sensitive to humidity owing to several defects and oxygen containing functional groups in the rGO surface. Incomplete reduction of GO leads to some capacitive behavior of the rGO based sensor. Guo et al. developed graphene oxide over PET substrate by simultaneous reduction and patterning with the help of two-beam-laser interference method [52]. The sensor fabricated showed quick response and recovery with very high sensitivity due to enhanced adsorption of water molecules facilitated by laser induced graphene surface. GO film fabricated through layer-by-layer covalent anchoring showed high sensitivity.
in the range 30–90% humidity with minimum hysteresis. The sensor exhibited response time of 28 s and recovery of 48 s with long duration stability [53]. Rapid thermal annealing was carried out on GO by Phan et al. to study the influence of oxygen functional groups on humidity sensing performance [54]. It gives an idea of the sensing properties varying with reduction degree of GO. The work showed that with increase in annealing temperature, GO exhibited reduction in resistivity and led to loss of its capability towards adsorbing water molecules, which ultimately led to reduction in the response of the sensor. A recent study by Shojaee et al. showed that there is variation in sensing performance with degree of reduction of the GO film. They reduced GO by hydrothermal method and the reaction time accounted for the degree of reduction [55]. They found that moderate reduction of GO accounted for optimized sensitivity with response and recovery time. This is because restoration of the sp2 carbon network contributes to the response time whereas the residual oxygen groups lead to the sensitivity of the GO film. A study by Papazoglou et al. elaborated on the reduction of GO by laser reduction and in-situ sequential laser transfer. The sensor exhibited a response time of less than one minute in water concentration 1700–20000 ppm having 1700 ppm as limit of detection [56].

Humidity sensing being a significant part of our daily life, rGO based flexible and wearable sensors have attracted much attention. Preparation of rGO based sensors in fiber substrate is one of the many strategies to make wearable sensor devices. Qu’s group fabricated microfibers based on double helix core sheath rGO which was sensitive to multiple stimulus. Small changes in temperature, mechanical properties and RH led to significant current response [57]. A unique humidity sensor was fabricated by Choi et al. where the sensing layer was nitrogen doped rGO fibers with platinum nanoparticles deposited on the rGO surface. These nanoparticles behaved as dissociation catalysts while sensing humidity. A wide range of humidity (6.1–66.4%) was detected by the rGO fibers with 136% sensitivity. Wearable devices based on natural fibers such as silk or spider silk are employed to achieve biodegradability, superior mechanical properties and excellent skin affinity. A flexible humidity sensor was fabricated by Li et al. where silk fabrics were coated with nickel and GO sheets. The sensor exhibited very fast detection towards humidity and showed probable use in monitoring human respiration [58]. Silk interlayers were introduced into GO films by Ma et al. who proposed a very light weight and tough printable bio papers for humidity sensing applications [59].

5.4 Graphene/2D materials-based humidity sensor

Recently, ultrasensitive sensors based on 2D materials such as TMDCs (transition metal dichalcogenides) like WS2 and MoS2 and black phosphorus have gained significant attention owing to their novel electronic properties and structures. Graphene has been incorporated with WS2, MoS2 and black phosphorus as nanocomposites for enhanced performance as humidity sensors. The first humidity sensor based on MoS2/GO was developed by Burman et al. which exhibited extremely high response of 1600 times at 85% RH. This high response was due to enhanced proton conductivity in MoS2 and GO [60]. Another work based on MoS2/rGO composites were reported by Park et al., where they prepared the composites without any additional heating or additives. Then the composite material was drop casted over interdigitated electrodes for sensing humidity [61]. The MoS2/rGO composites exhibited 20 times enhanced response towards water molecules when compared to pure rGO based sensor. Formation of a p-n heterojunction between rGO and MoS2 led to this remarkable improvement in the sensing performance. Hydrothermal method to fabricate rGO/MoS2 composites for high performance humidity sensor
was developed by Park et al. [62]. Jha et al. developed GO/WS2 composite for sensing humidity exhibiting 65.8 times response at 40% RH and 590 times response at 80% RH. The sensor exhibited a response time of 25 s and a recovery time of 29 s which was due to improved proton conductivity at the GO/WS2 interface due to oxygen linking activities [63]. The 2D layer and crystalline nature of black phosphorus induced water molecules to naturally adsorb onto the surface attributing to ultra-sensitive nature of black phosphorus. However, it suffered from repeatability due to instability of water molecules with black phosphorus. This limitation was overcome by Phan et al. when they developed black phosphorus/graphene composite by introducing graphene into black phosphorus. The stability of the sensor was taken care by the interface formed between graphene and black phosphorus. The sensor showed linearity in response within 15–70% RH with a response of 43.4% at 70% RH. Response time of 9 s and recovery time of 30 s was noted for this composite structure. Humidity sensors based on graphene/2D material shows potential, among which MoS2/rGO composites have maximum potential. However, the response and recovery time of the sensors must be reduced for achieving optimum performance.

5.5 Graphene quantum dots as humidity sensor

Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) exhibits almost similar properties and structure as layered-graphene, however its electronic properties are based upon electronic states at the edge and size of the quantum dots (exhibiting quantum confinement). The size can be controlled to manipulate the desired properties of GQD. Sreeprasad et al. developed a humidity sensor based on percolating network of GQDs which was assembled selectively over a polyelectrolyte microfiber. The work explained electron-tunneling modulation in the network of GQDs. Here GQDs was responsible for electron transportation and the polymer was responsible for water mass transfer [64]. The presence of water vapor reduced the width of tunneling barrier between GQDs by 0.36 nm and enhanced its conductivity 43 times. Ruiz et al. developed a resistive humidity sensor based on GQDs which was prepared by pyrolysis of citric acid over interdigitated electrodes [65]. An exponential variation of sensitivity over the RH range 15–80% was observed along with a quick response of ~5 s. The water molecules condensed over the GQD surface through capillary action which accounted for enhanced sensing performance. A similar approach was taken by Alizadeh et al. to prepare GQD based humidity sensor [66], which showed enormous sensitivity to humidity variation in the environment with response time close to 10 s. Interestingly they reported two separate sensing phenomena for 0–52% RH and 52–97% RH. When the RH range was low, the electrical resistance decreased as the adsorbed water molecules injected hole carriers. However, at the high RH range, the ionic proton transportation improved due to the adsorption of water molecules and caused a reduction in electrical resistance of the sensor. For the first time a flexible humidity sensor based on GQD was demonstrated by Hosseini et al. where a facile hydrothermal method was used to synthesize GQDs. The synthesized GQDs were drop casted on interdigitated electrodes fabricated over a flexible polyimide substrate (Figure 3(a)) [66]. The GQD film exhibited porous like structure which enhanced the sensing performance as shown in Figure 3(b). The fabricated sensor exhibited exponential characteristics in response towards 12–100% humidity range. The response and recovery time of the sensor was found to be 12 s and 43 s respectively as depicted in Figure 3(c). The sensor showed a quick response when exposed to human breath flow (90% RH) as shown in Figure 3(d). Hence, it is found that GQDs have certain benefits as humidity sensor such as good selectivity, enhanced response and very fast response.
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and recovery. Few more studies on GQDs (especially on stability) can establish it on commercial platform as potential humidity sensor.

5.6 Graphene/metal or graphene/metal oxide as humidity sensor

Humidity sensing performance of metal oxides such as ZnO, SnO2, CuO was observed due to diversity in morphology, high surface to volume ratio, presence of defects and vacancies. However, limitation was observed in conductivity and they exhibited slow electron diffusion which was responsible for reduced response. On the other hand, GO or rGO exhibited lack of reversibility. Therefore, a graphene/metal oxide composite may enhance the sensing performance optimally.

Humidity sensors based on graphene/ SnO2 composite has been widely studied, where the humidity sensing performance was observed to improve due to incorporation of graphene over SnO2. A study on SnOx coated with graphene on carbon fibers (graphene/SnOx/CF) [67] exhibited sensitivity of 6.22 which is 2 times higher than the uncoated one [68]. A humidity sensor based on SnO2/graphene wrapped with GO was developed by Xu et al. which showed very fast response and recovery (less than 1 s) and enormous sensitivity of 32 MΩ/RH%. This high sensitivity and good stability of the sensor was due to enhanced conductivity of graphene and oxygen rich functional groups of GO (specially hydroxyl and epoxy). A one step facile hydrothermal method was used to fabricate rGO/SnO2 composite by Zhang et al. The composite material after fabrication was drop casted on microelectrodes for developing the humidity sensor. The sensor exhibited enhanced sensitivity, fast response and recovery when compared to pristine rGO. The improvement in sensitivity was dedicated to the defects and vacancies introduced by SnO2.
nanoparticles and the interface formed between the two materials. Investigation of the same material as humidity sensor was also carried in resistive mode [69]. Fe doped SnO2 nanoparticles when employed with rGO sheets displayed highly improved sensing performance [69]. A rGO/CuO nano-composite was synthesized by Wang et al. which showed relatively good sensing characteristics [70]. The sensor showed fast response and high sensitivity which was mainly due the formation of Schottky junction between the two materials. It has been demonstrated that even incorporation of graphene on ZnO or TiO2 nanoparticles enhance the performance of the humidity sensors [71].

There are few reports on humidity sensors based on composite of graphene and metal nanoparticles. A molecular combing method to prepare GO-Ag scrolls was developed by Liu et al. where the Ag nanoparticles were deposited uniformly over the GO surface [72]. The material when reduced by hydrazine to rGO/Ag scrolls showed a response of 3 orders in magnitude compared to that of bare rGO scrolls when exposed to humid atmosphere. The improvement in conductivity of the rGO/Ag scrolls due to encapsulation of the silver nanoparticles contributed towards excellent sensitivity of the sensor. Conduction pathways formed by Ag nanoparticles on the surface of rGO by self-assembly led to improvement of response and linearity of the sensor device. An interesting work by Yeo et al. showed the suppression of humidity dependence of the sensor based on rGO due to incorporation of Cu nanoparticles. The Cu nanoparticles were used to reduce the electrical resistance to detect various other gases (Table 1) [73].

6. Future outlook and summary

Different mechanisms have been attempted to develop highly efficient humidity sensors based on graphene. Pristine graphene-based humidity sensors exhibit high response with 1 ppm detection limit; however, it faces issues such as poor recovery and limited selectivity. The recovery and selectivity limitations can be overcome by chemical modification of the graphene surface with desired functional groups. Humidity sensors based on graphene oxide shows good sensitivity and quick response in the higher range of humidity. However, at low humidity conditions (less than 5%), detection is challenging. At higher humidity levels, these graphene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Sensing layer</th>
<th>Working principle/Measurement parameters</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Graphene oxide</td>
<td>Capacitive</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Graphene oxide thin film</td>
<td>Surface acoustic wave atomizer</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Graphene oxide</td>
<td>Optical fiber</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Field effect transistor</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SnS2-Reduced graphene oxide</td>
<td>Resistive</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Resistive</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Polydopamine/ graphene oxide</td>
<td>Quartz crystal microbalance</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Graphene quantum dots</td>
<td>Resistive</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Reduced graphene oxide/CuO</td>
<td>Resistive</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Self-powered Graphene oxide</td>
<td>Open circuit voltage and current</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Shows the evolution of graphene-based humidity sensors based upon the sensing layer and the different working principles.
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Oxide sensors exhibit relatively poor stability and swelling effect. Complicated circuits are required for impedance or capacitive working mode. Reduced graphene oxide, another counterpart of graphene facilitates development of resistive humidity sensors with very easy methods of fabrication. These sensors consume very less power and are easy to detect. Reduced graphene oxide has lesser number of oxygen functional groups compared to graphene oxide, which leads to reduction in sensing response. Different other approaches such as incorporating graphene with metal nanoparticles, metal oxide nanoparticles or 2D layered materials have enormously improved the sensitivity, range of detection, negligible hysteresis and quick response. However, these devices suffer from long duration stability and reproducibility.

High performance humidity sensors based on graphene is still required with sufficiently high sensitivity, wide range of humidity, high degree of selectivity, quick recovery and response time and negligible hysteresis. The foremost important requirement of the graphene-based sensor is long term stability, repeatability and full recovery. The degree of oxidation and reduction of graphene sheets possess a challenge towards reproducibility of the graphene-based sensors. The formation of graphene oxide and its reduction needs precise control, failing to which leads to different sensing performance. Improvement is also required in terms of detection range of humidity. Sensing at low humidity is also an important parameter. At last, it is very important now to consider issues related to commercialization of graphene-based humidity sensors. The points to be considered are repeatability, long term stability, large scale integration, packaging and anti-chemical characteristics. An industrially manufactured digital biosensor based on graphene is developed by Goldsmith et al. [75], however it has a long way to go towards commercialization. Most of the studies in humidity sensor based on graphene have not considered the issue of power consumption, which is one of the key focus areas while developing wearable electronics.
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A Research on Polyamide6.6/Polyurethane Blends in Finishing Process Which Are Used for Sportswear

Meliha Oktav Bulut and Ayşen Cire

Abstract

In this work, softeners obtained from various companies were applied to the polyamide6.6/polyurethane fabrics which are used in sportswear industry using impregnation and exhaustion methods; water vapor permeability were determined for humidity control, air permeability and capillarity tests of these fabrics were studied. In addition, the wool hydrolysate obtained from the waste wool was also applied to these fabrics by using exhaustion method and the fabric properties were compared. In order to investigate the washing resistance of the process, experiments were performed with 1% and 3% potassium aluminum sulfate KAl(SO₄)₂ and aluminum sulfate Al₂(SO₄) under the same conditions. The chemical and morphological surface properties of the fabrics were examined by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). It was observed that the capillarity, water vapor and air permeability, and handle values of fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate were better and more resistant to consecutive washings than the fabrics treated with commercial recipes. Furthermore, this process did not have a side effect on the color difference and whiteness values of the fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate. Thus, an example of sustainable, economical and environmental study was done.

Keywords: polyamide6.6/polyurethane, capillarity, wool hydrolysate, water vapor permeability, handle, sustainable, sportswear industry

1. Introduction

Sports activities have become a hobby and lifestyle for many people, since the importance of healthy life is known and the quality of life has increased. In addition, sports activities have become a necessity for today’s people who want to get away from excessive work and overwhelming business of urban life. For this reason, the interest in sportswear has also increased. Not only professional athletes but also individuals who do sports are accustomed to wearing sportswear making the clothing a functional necessity.

Sportswear is regarded as an area open to development, high potential and high added value in the textile industry. The global sports apparel market grew up to 181 billion U.S. dollars in 2019, and compared with the previous year, it has increased more than seven billion U.S. dollars. It is estimated that it will continue to grow and reach approximately 208 billion U.S. dollars in 2025 [1, 2]. With the development of...
technical textiles, it is possible to have comfort during the highly intense sports activity and under different climate conditions. Knowing the humidity (water vapor permeability) and air permeability values of the clothing are two most important parameters in the measurement of comfort parameters as well as touching. Therefore, the measurement of how humid is a textile material is of great importance as well. For such measurement of humidity not only traditional testing methods but also recently developed sensors with different techniques – such as inkjet printing, carbon nanotubes, coating technology, stamp transfer, electrospinning and dip coating-can be used [3, 4]. Humidity control is widely carried out in many sectors dominating the daily life, such as agriculture, chemistry, food, health, pharmacy and automation.

The hydrophilicity of natural fibers such as cotton provides superiority during sports activities. Since drying duration is too long, it reduces comfort and may cause various complications and discomforts [5, 6]. Otherwise, the traditional filaments such as polyester and polyamide are hydrophobic and are prone to dry rapidly and give a feeling of dryness. Synthetic yarn or blended yarn are used to increase the comfort property of the fabric [7, 8]. The water vapor and air permeability values of the garment depend on fiber, yarn species [9–11], surface structure [10–12], and finishing treatment [13–16]. A special finishing process is performed to increase hydrophilicity values of the fabric with synthetic fibers such as polyamide and polyester. Textile chemistry manufacturers produce different hydrophilicity enhancers and textile dyehouses use these products. Although these chemicals are suitable for eco-textile and environmental standards, they are produced with chemical materials and processes. Hence, they may give harm to the nature and the user during production and consumption. They are also expensive and have some drawbacks such as staining and yellowing/color change problems [16]. In this regard, the attempts for sustainable and clean production continue.

Raw wool, which is not efficient for textile production, is an important source for biopolymer. Recycling of this easily accessible protein source and the production of keratin are important sources for biocirculation and biocompatible material production. It has been used in cosmetics, recyclable composites, transportation, medical membranes, agriculture and coating industry in recent years. The wool obtained from sheep breed in Turkey is generally suitable for being used in products such as the blankets, rugs and carpet [17]. The gradual decrease in the carpet sector in Turkey has reduced the use of this wool and the material has only been waiting in warehouses [18]. The active wool can cause global warming due to methane gas which can be soluble in nature. As a result, the utilization/recovery of the wool waiting in the warehouse [19] has great importance, both in terms of obtaining materials which have superior properties and low cost, optimum utilization of resources and environmental protection [20]. The obtaining methods of keratin are reduction, oxidation, alkali and enzymatic hydrolysis [21–23]. Alkali, oxidation and reducing chemicals used break into disulfide and peptide bonds which are the basic structure of wool at high temperature and time, and wool solution is obtained. Studies using wool hydrolysate have been done to obtain fiber and nanofiber and to increase the performance of dyeing and starch material in textile industry.

The aim of this study is to obtain the hydrolysate from wool fibers, which were left in the carpet industry but now waiting in the warehouse as waste with the decrease in production, and the hydrolysate obtained was used instead of commercial finishing bath of the polyamide6.6/polyurethane fabrics which are used in sportswear industry in Turkey. Capillarity, water vapor and air permeability and handle and yellowing/color change values of the fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate were compared with the ones which were treated with commercial products [24]. Thus, a new production method has been introduced for the finishing of polyamide6.6/polyurethane blend, which are widely used in the market.
2. Experimental section

2.1 Fabrics

The fabrics made of 80/20 polyamide 6.6/polyurethane blend were used. The weights of both fabrics were 170 g/m² (150 den PA 6.6/30 den PU) and 190 g/m² (100 den PA6.6/30 den PU) and ready to dye. Fabric thicknesses were 0.48 mm and 0.66 mm respectively. The fabrics were knitted on a double comb bar (laying-in) Rachel warp knitting machine. While first laying-in bar (Gb1) were knitting the tuh pattern 1–0/2–3// with full draft, in the second bar (Gb2), tricot pattern 1–2/1–0// was being knitted with full draft.

2.2 Auxiliaries

- Arristan HPC T (hydrophilicity enhancer agent, polyester copolymer, non-ionic, CHT) [25].
- Tubingal SHE (Hydrophile silicone softener, functional polysiloxane, mild cationic, CHT/Bezama) [26].
- Hydroperm LPU liq c (Hydrophilicity enhancer agent, thermoreactive polyurethane resin, non-ionic, Archroma) [27].
- Siligen SIH liq (Hydrophile silicone softener, modified silicone, Archroma) [28].
- Potassium aluminum sulfate (KAl(SO₄)₂, Sigma-Aldrich)
- Aluminum sulfate (Al₂(SO₄) Merck)
- The hydrolysate wool solution: The solution was obtained by alkali hydrolysis by using wool fibers which have 28 micron fineness and 40–60 mm length [21]. Average particle size was detected 211.91 millimicron with Mastersize 2000 in Merlab/ODTU.

2.3 Methods

Recipe for impregnation method

- 50 g/lt Arristan HPC T or Hydroperm LPU liq
- 20 g/lt Tubingal SHE or Siligen SIH, pH 5–5.5 (CH₃COOH),
- The fabric was padded with impregnated liquid and then they were squeezed at pick up 70% and were dried in Mathis CH-8156, 110°C for 3 min.

Recipe for exhaustion method

- % 3.5 Arristant HPC T or Hydroperm LPU liq
- %1.4 Tubingal SHE or Siligen SIH liq, pH value: 5–5.5 (CH₃COOH) at liquid ratio of 10:1 in Ataç Lab-Dye HT 10 for 30 min, at 40°C.
Samples were treated by using both impregnation and exhaustion methods in the same conditions in which only wool solution was used instead of chemicals. In order to ensure the washing resistance of the process, additions of 1% and 3% KAl(SO₄)₂ and Al₂(SO₄) were worked under the same conditions.

Dye uptake experiments were carried out in an Atac LAB-DYE HT machine at liquor ratio of 10:1 as shown in Figure 1.

Recipe 1
- 0.12% Nylosan Red N-2RBL (CI Acid Red 336)
- 0.14% Nylosan Blue N-BlN (CI Acid Blue 350)
- 0.55% Optilan Golden Yellow MF-RL (CI Acid Orange 67)

pH value: 5–5.5 (CH₃COOH).

Recipe 2
- 0.17% Nylosan Red N-2RBL (CI Acid Red 336)
- 0.006% Nylosan Blue N-BlN (CI Acid Blue 350)
- 0.50% Optilan Golden Yellow MF-RL (CI Acid Orange 67)

pH value: 5–5.5 (CH₃COOH).

After dyeing, the samples were bathed at 50°C for 10 minutes with a non-ionic detergent (Fluidol W 100, Pulcra Chemicals) and rinsed with cold water.

2.4 Measurements and characterizations

All the physical measurements following the process were carried out after conditioning the fabrics for 24 hours under the standard atmosphere conditions.
The capillarity of the fabrics was evaluated with the capillarity test method according to DIN 53924, water vapor permeability was measured according to ASTM E96-B and air permeability of the fabrics was measured by the Textest FX 3300 model Air Permeability Tester according to ASTM D737-04.

The laundry was done by using a front-loading Wascator machine (Electrolux FOM) with 2.0 kg loads consisting of processed samples and 100% PES ballast fabrics. All the washing cycles were performed according to BS EN ISO 26330 Standard (5A program). This laundering process was repeated 5 times in accordance with supplier’s recommendation (Archroma and CHT). The samples were dried with dry flat in laboratory condition for 24 hours. The chemical and morphological surface properties of the fabrics were examined by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The samples were determined in terms of surface smoothness with XPS K-Alpha Surface Analysis with monochromatic Al Kα irradiation. The relative amounts of various bound atoms were determined through C1s, O 1s, N1s, Si2p, Ca2p, S2p. Working condition is shown in Table 1.

The handle of the samples were carried out according to two different methods under the standard atmospheric conditions (20 °C ± 2) temperature, % 65 ± 2). Ten healthy women were selected as the participant group aged between 35 and 65 consisting of professionals including academic lecturers at Department of Textile Engineering, Suleyman Demirel University, academic lecturers at Textile, Apparel, Footwear and Leather Department of Technical High School at Isparta University of Applied Sciences and Dyehouse Manager of Isparta Mensucat Corporation.

Samples were examined on 10 subjects with 3 repetition in terms of thinness/ thickness, softness/stiffness, smoothness/roughness and total handle values [29]. Moreover, another subjective evaluation was to have carried out examination in terms of softness/coolness/dampness sensation. The scale used is as shown in Table 2.

The degree of whiteness and yellowness indices of the samples were assessed by the CIE value and ASTM E 313 respectively, using Macbeth Coloreye 7000A. Color differences were indicated as ΔE, which was computed by Eq. (1):

\[ \Delta E = \left[ (\Delta L)^2 + (\Delta a)^2 + (\Delta b)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  

In the CIELAB color space, L is the lightness; a is the red/green axis, b is the yellow/blue axis, c is the chroma and h is the hue, ΔE is the color difference between the reference and the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total acquisition time</td>
<td>3 mins 24.2 secs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of scans</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source gun type</td>
<td>Al K Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot size</td>
<td>400 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens mode</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer mode</td>
<td>CAE: Pass Energy 150.0 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy step size</td>
<td>1.000 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of energy steps</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Working conditions used in XPS analysis.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 The finishing process using impregnation and exhaustion methods

In Table 3 the obtained capillarity, air permeability and water vapor permeability values of the sample values are given. These values are compared with those of fabrics non-treated.

As given in Table 3, the capillarity, air permeability and water vapor permeability values of the samples having two different weights are similar to each other when treated with both softener combinations by using impregnation method.

As seen in the values from Table 3, the capillarity values of both fabrics increase significantly after finishing process. Capillarity is essentially stated by the surface energy of the structure. In a textile structure, the surface energy is largely determined by the chemical structure of the exposed surface of the fiber. Hydrophilic fibers have a high surface energy; therefore, these fiber take up humidity quickly than hydrophobic fiber. Hydrophobic fibers conversely possess low surface energy and resist to humidity. Hydrophilic finishing can be used as enhancer in surface energy between face and back of the fabric to improve its ability to wick [30]. The greatest increase is observed in fabrics treated with only hydrophilicity enhancer for both fabrics. However, the lowest capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values are obtained with silicone softener for both fabrics. It is known that the capillarity of the fabric decreases by the treatment with amino silicon due to its hydrophobic character of silicone softener. The pores are also covered by the placement of the silicone on the fabric. This process also causes to reduction in water vapor and air permeability values of them. Recently, hydrophilic effective softening agents can be produced by modifying the fatty acid long chain in the silicone structure. Therefore, the decrease in Table 3 values is not at an excessive amount. According to the results of Table 3, the water vapor and air permeability values of the fabrics are improved together with the capillarity values. The process of humidity transport in hydrophobic textile material take place in wicking, spreading and evaporation [31, 32]. The fabric evaporation and water vapor values become better as the rate of wicking increases.

Capillarity values obtained by applying wool hydrolysate to both fabrics by using impregnation method and then drying were obtained under the same conditions, and since the values were quite low, they are not given in Table 3. This indicates that the hydrolysate cannot be attached to the polyamide6.6/polyurethane blend fabrics. The capillarity, air permeability and water vapor permeability values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Rating scale</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thinness/thickness</td>
<td>1 Thinnest</td>
<td>5 medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softness/stiffness</td>
<td>1 softest</td>
<td>5 medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothness/roughness</td>
<td>1 smoothest</td>
<td>5 medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total handle value</td>
<td>1 Not proper</td>
<td>5 medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softness/coolness/dampness</td>
<td>1 Not proper</td>
<td>3 medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
The scale used for subjective handle.
When the Tables 3 and 4 are compared, the capillarity test results of the samples processed with Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq in both fabric 1 and fabric 2 using exhaustion method are higher. This can be attributed to the harmony of the ionic character due to the fact that both chemicals are non-ionic.

An important point in the Tables 3 and 4 is that the fabrics which have same knitting structures (fabric 1 and 2) but with different weights and fineness of the yarn are different. While fabric 1 was 170 g/m² (150 den PA6.6/30 den PU), fabric 2 190 g/m² was (100 den PA6.6/30 den PU). This shows that capillarity depends on the diameter of the yarn forming the surface. In textile structures, the spaces between fibers effectively form capillarities. Therefore, the narrower are the spaces between these fibers, the greater is the ability of the textile to absorb moisture. The construction of fabric that forms narrow capillarity has vital importance to pick up moisture quickly [11, 12, 33].

As stated in Table 4, only wool hydrolysate was applied to fabrics as a softener bath at 40°C and 50°C. The capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values obtained are observed to increase with the application at 50°C. Raising the temperature from 40–50°C improves the fixation of the wool hydrolysate to the fabric. The softening process of polyamide6.6 fabric is carried out at 40–50°C. Since glass transition temperature of polyamide6.6 is 60–80°C [34, 35], processing at 60°C and above may cause the previously dyed fabric to flow into the softening bath.

In order to increase the fixation of wool hydrolysate to the polyamide6.6/polyurethane fabric, aluminum sulfate, potassium aluminum sulfate which are used as mordant in wool dyeing were added in an amount of 1% and 3% in the finishing bath at 50°C. According to the Table 4 results, potassium aluminum sulfate at the amount of 1% gives the highest results for capillarity. This can be attributed to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capillarity (sec)</th>
<th>Air permeability (l/m²/s)</th>
<th>Water vapor permeability (g/24 s/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric without treatment</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arristan HPC T/Tubingal SHE</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arristan HPC T</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubingal SHE</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroperm LPU liq c</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siligen SIH liq</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values of samples by using impregnation method.
fact that potassium aluminum sulfate is pure and has high water solubility [36], molecular weight and high chelating property. Hence, it can bond wool hydrolysate to polyamide6.6 surface [37]. The fabrics processed have given approximately the same capillarity results shown in Table 4. This can be attributed to richness of wool hydrolysate rich in hydrophilic groups [38, 39] and better bonds to polyamide6.6 fabrics.

Table 4.  
Capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values of samples by using exhaustion method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capillarity (sec)</th>
<th>Air permeability (l/m²/s)</th>
<th>Water vapor permeability (g/24 s/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10    30  60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric without treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>11    25  39</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>14    33  49</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arristan HPC T/Tubingal SHE</td>
<td>40°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>25    38  50</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>21    38  45</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>36    49  61</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>32    48  57</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arristan HPC T</td>
<td>50°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>33    43  65</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>28    53  59</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubingal SHE</td>
<td>50°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>28    45  48</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>22    35  35</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydروperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq</td>
<td>40°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>21    46  58</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>20    34  52</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>35    46  64</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>21    39  55</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydروperm LPU liq c</td>
<td>50°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>41    60  72</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>28    51  66</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siligen SIH liq</td>
<td>50°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>16    31  45</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>13    23  30</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool hydrolyzate</td>
<td>40°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>16    32  46</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>15    27  35</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>17    30  39</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>13    25  33</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂(SO₄)₃/wool hydrolyzate 1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>13    28  55</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>19    39  53</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>30    50  67</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>35    50  65</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAl(SO₄)₂/wool hydrolyzate 1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>25    50  70</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>34    55  70</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>34    53  70</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>37    53  69</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The samples were compared in respect of capillarity, water vapor and air permeability of samples treated with the wool hydrolysate containing 1% potassium aluminum sulphate and with commercial recipe (Hydroperm LPU liq c and Siligen SIH liq) after 5 consecutive washing. As it is seen in Table 5, the values of the fabric treated with wool hydrolysate are rather higher than commercial chemicals in terms of capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values.

### 3.2 XPS analyses

XPS analysis of the 170 g/m2 fabrics one of which was applied commercial recipe and the other was applied wool hydrolysate containing 1% potassium aluminum sulphate before and after 5 consecutive washing steps are shown in Figures 2–5 and Table 6.

![Figure 2](image)

*The XPS analysis of fabric treated with the wool hydrolysate containing 1% KAl(SO₄)₂ before washing.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fabric II</th>
<th>Fabric I</th>
<th>Fabric II</th>
<th>Fabric I</th>
<th>Fabric II</th>
<th>Fabric I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fabric without treatment</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq 50 °C</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAl(SO₄)₂/Wool Hydrolyzate 50 °C</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capillarity (sn)</th>
<th>Air permeability (l/m²/s)</th>
<th>Water vapor permeability (g/24 s/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Fabric without treatment** | 11  | 25  | 39  | 850 | 521 |
| **Fabric II** | 14  | 33  | 49  | 820 | 507 |
| **Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq 50 °C** | 16  | 26  | 35  | 970 | 555 |
| **Fabric II** | 7   | 13  | 19  | 950 | 533 |
| **KAl(SO₄)₂/Wool Hydrolyzate 50 °C** | 31  | 46  | 60  | 1040| 640 |
| **Fabric II** | 16  | 26  | 42  | 1040| 632 |

**Table 5.**

Capillarity, water vapor and air permeability values of samples by using exhaustion method after 5 consecutive washing.
In Table 6 and Figures 2 and 3, XPS analyses of the fabric 170 g/m² treated with wool hydrolysate before and after 5 consecutive washing are observed. The carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms which are seen at the Table 5 belong to polyamide6.6 structure. It is estimated that calcium comes from washing water bonded with amide onto the polyamide [40]. Although the process is made of demineralized water, it involves impurity and the amount of the calcium (Ca) increases after washing for all samples. Silicone (Si) is bonded to surface active agents based on dimethyl siloxane. This silicone comes from the silicone-based fats used in the
polyurethane (PU) production [41, 42] and decreases with washing. Silicone has decreased from 8.96 to 7.74. The amount of sulfur (S) decreases with washing. It has fallen from %1.5 to %0.26 by getting away with wool hydrolysate.

Table 6 and Figures 4 and 5 are the XPS analysis of the fabric 170 g/m² before and after washing according to the recipe at 50°C containing hyrophility enhancer and silicone (Hidroperm LPU liq.c and Siligen SIH liq). The difference from the analyses, they do not contain sulfur. Because this sulfur is situated in the structure of wool hydrolysate. This process was made of polyurethane resin and polysiloxane. Accordance with Table 6 values, silicone has rised up at both two fabrics. This situation is the result of treating with micro silicone based polisiloxane. But the extremely decreasing of the amount of Si after 5 consecutive washing, indicates that the processing is not permanent and this explains that the capillarity and water vapor permeability values are lower than the samples treated with wool hydrolysate. Silicone plays a significant role in the bounding of hyrophility enhancer agent to the fabric. Silicone can provide permanent effect with bounding hydroxyl group in fabric [32, 43].

3.3 The effect of the process on handle

One of the most important parameters to determine the effectiveness of a textile finishing is handle of fabric. The sensations of fabric such as softness, smoothness and drape created on the consumer can play a primary role in the preference of textiles.

So as to make subjective determination of fabric handles – as it is shown in measurement and characterization section, two different methods were used and the results are shown in Tables 7 and 8. The fabrics used have different weight, thickness and yarn count as it is mentioned in materials section. Furthermore, handle values of Fabric 1 were examined after 5 consecutive washing following 2 different softening process. As it is seen in Table 7 values, while no increase were detected in thinness sensations of the fabrics treated with commercial finishing agents (Hyroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq), thickness sensation were detected in
the fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate containing 1% potassium aluminum sulphate \((\text{KAl(SO}_4\text{)}_2)\). This can be explained with the fact that the average particle size of the hydrolysate wool solution is much bigger than commercial finishing agents as it is mentioned auxiliairies section. When the softness/stiffness and smoothness/roughness values were examined, it was determined that the fabrics treated with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Peak BE</th>
<th>FWHM eV</th>
<th>Area (P) CPS.eV</th>
<th>Weight%</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cls</td>
<td>284.96</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>290336.09</td>
<td>64.73</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ols</td>
<td>531.34</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>162004.01</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si2p</td>
<td>102.63</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>17248.82</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nls</td>
<td>399.61</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>17646.15</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2p</td>
<td>347.92</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>15059.93</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2p</td>
<td>168.90</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>5098.65</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elemental properties of the fabric weight 170 g/m² treated with wool hydrolysate after 5 consecutive washing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Peak BE</th>
<th>FWHM eV</th>
<th>Area (P) CPS.eV</th>
<th>Weight%</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cls</td>
<td>285.17</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>424943.11</td>
<td>68.37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ols</td>
<td>531.31</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>194006.24</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nls</td>
<td>399.49</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>41320.20</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si2p</td>
<td>102.69</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>20666.95</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2p</td>
<td>347.58</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>15367.73</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2p</td>
<td>168.43</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1207.10</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elemental properties of the fabric 170 g/m² treated with commercial recipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Peak BE</th>
<th>FWHM eV</th>
<th>Area(P) CPS.eV</th>
<th>Weight %</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cls</td>
<td>284.94</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>315966.69</td>
<td>61.93</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ols</td>
<td>531.74</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>184086.70</td>
<td>19.88</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si2p</td>
<td>102.21</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>29328.08</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nls</td>
<td>399.16</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>19843.50</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2p</td>
<td>347.29</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>16516.76</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elemental properties of the fabric 170 g/m² treated with commercial recipe after 5 consecutive washing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Peak BE</th>
<th>FWHM eV</th>
<th>Area (P) CPS.eV</th>
<th>Weight %</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cls</td>
<td>285.80</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>422461.96</td>
<td>65.55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ols</td>
<td>532.23</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>218497.26</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nls</td>
<td>400.16</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>39566.58</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si2p</td>
<td>103.29</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>19263.55</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2p</td>
<td>349.21</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>46517.72</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.

\(XPS\) analyses of fabrics.
commercial finishing agents showed a bit higher sensation values. However, total handle values of fabrics processed with two different processes are similar as it is shown in Table 7.

In Table 8, handle values of samples were examined in terms of softness, coolness and dampness sensations. According to the Table 8 values, all the fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate containing 1% potassium aluminum sulphate (KAl(SO₄)₂) show a considerable increase in coolness and dampness sensation values. This is true for all the fabrics processed with 5 consecutive washing. This is related to fabric’s giving more coolness and dampness sensation by diffusing more dampness to the structure of the hydrolysate wool solution processed fabric with hydrophilic groups. This continues also after 5 consecutive washing stages.

According to the results above, the coolness and dampness sensations that the fabric gives depend on, to a great extent, the surface capillarity and water vapor permeability values. These results are in correlation with literature [44, 45].

### Table 7
Subjective evaluation of fabrics in terms of thinness/thickness, softness/stiffness, smoothness/roughness and total handle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fabric I</th>
<th>Hyroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq</th>
<th>KAl(SO₄)₂/wool hydrolysate after 5 consecutive washing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thinness/thickness</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softness/stiffness</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothness/roughness</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total handle value</td>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8
Subjective evaluation of fabrics in terms of softness, coolness, dampness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Softness</th>
<th>Coolness</th>
<th>Dampness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAl(SO₄)₂/wool hydrolysate</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric I</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric II</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can be explained as the higher capillarity and water vapor transmission values cause humidity transfer which enables the fabric to have a greater evaporation capacity, and hence to have a more comfortable feeling.

### 3.4 The effect of the process on whiteness and color values of fabrics

Textiles are treated with a wide variety of complex chemicals in accordance with their end use. In addition to the production phase, softeners are the most well-known for their use in household and commercial cleaning. The basis of these softeners can be natural substances, such as modified animal fat, vegetable oil and wax, or hydrocarbon wax and silicon based synthetic materials. Due to the chemical nature of most softeners, they tend to turn yellow and change color with factors such as high temperature, prolonged storage, and their formulation [46]. In addition, due to its oily adhesive structure and application conditions (amount of use and pH), the increase in the amount taken causes the surface to turn yellow. The high free amine value of the cationic softener causes color change due to air oxidation during drying phase. The azo yellow and azoxy yellow resulting from the oxidation of the amino radical with the effect of heat and air cause the fabric to turn yellow [47]. Today, cationic softeners with ester quate structure that do not contain free amines can be preferred in colors not to cause yellowing.

The measurement of whiteness and yellowing index of the fabrics treated were done and shown in Table 9. According to the results of the Table 9, the values of the fabrics are slightly different.

In order to determine the color difference problem that softeners create in colored textile materials, the color difference value of the fabric treated with two different recipe were determined and given in Tables 10 and 11. According to the results of the Tables 10 and 11, the color difference of the fabrics treated with wool hydrolysate is similar.

Depending on the findings shown Tables 9–11 yellowing/color change problems do not occur in the fabrics treated with commercial softener combination (Hydroperm LPU liq/Siligen SIH liq, thermoreactive polyurethane resin/modified hydrophile silicone softener) and wool hydrolysate prepared by diluting at a high rate (10 g/15 L).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>h°</th>
<th>WI-CIE/Tint</th>
<th>YI-E313</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔL</td>
<td>Δa</td>
<td>Δb</td>
<td>Δc</td>
<td>Δh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric without treatment</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
<td>−0.62</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>215.94</td>
<td>82.85/1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool hydrolyzate KAl (SO₄)₂ before washing</td>
<td>−0.58 D</td>
<td>0.27 R</td>
<td>−0.35 B</td>
<td>0.08 B</td>
<td>0.44 B</td>
<td>83.68/1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool hydrolyzate KAl (SO₄)₂ after washing</td>
<td>−2.52 D</td>
<td>0.32 R</td>
<td>−0.19 B</td>
<td>−0.09 D</td>
<td>0.36 B</td>
<td>78.49/1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq before washing</td>
<td>−3.72 D</td>
<td>0.22 R</td>
<td>−0.10 B</td>
<td>−0.09 D</td>
<td>0.22 B</td>
<td>75.44/1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroperm LPU liq c/Siligen SIH liq after washing</td>
<td>−1.59 D</td>
<td>0.28 R</td>
<td>−0.19 B</td>
<td>−0.06 D</td>
<td>0.33 B</td>
<td>80.58/1.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Whiteness and yellowing index of the fabrics.
4. Conclusion

In this study, hydrophilicity enhancer and hydrophilic silicone combinations were applied to polyamide6.6/polyurethane fabrics under two different weights employing the most used recipes of leading companies in the textile industry by using impregnation and exhaustion methods. As an alternative to the recipes, samples treated with wool hydrolysate were subjected to the same tests. The values obtained by using the exhaustion method gave better results than conventional silicone/hydrophilicity enhancer. In accordance with the firms’ recommendation, 5 consecutive washes were performed, and it was observed that the values obtained with wool hydrolysate were higher.

Findings of the experiment suggest wool hydrolysate can be used instead of thermo reactive polyurethane and modified polysiloxane. These chemicals are approximately 4.5 Euro/kg and 2.5 Euro/kg, respectively. 15 L hydrolysate was obtained from 10 g of waste wool in the production of wool hydrolysate. As it is seen, it is very economical and if concentrated product is obtained instead of solution in the future, the transportation of the product will also be economical. Thus, an example of sustainable, economical and environmental work was exhibited for polyamide6.6/polyurethane blends which are used in sportswear industry regarded as an area open to development, high potential and high added value in the textile industry.
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Chapter 7

Liquid Film Evaporation: Review and Modeling

Jamel Orfi and Amine BelHadj Mohamed

Abstract

Liquid film evaporation is encountered in various applications including in air humidifiers, in multiple effect distillers in thermal desalination, and in absorption cooling evaporators. It is associated with a falling pure, binary or multicomponent liquid film with associated complex and coupled heat and mass transfer processes. This chapter presents important fundamental aspects inherent to falling film evaporation in several geometrical configurations such as on horizontal tubes and inside inclined or vertical tubes or channels. The first part of the chapter concerns a review of recent works on this topic with emphasis on modeling and simulation features related to falling liquid films with heat and mass transfers. This document aims also to establish a frame for the modeling of the fluid flow with heat and mass transfer in the presence of evaporation. The main governing equations and the appropriate boundary and interfacial conditions corresponding to the fluid flow and associated heat and mass transfer and phase change are systematically presented and discussed for the case of falling film in a vertical channel with the presence of flowing gas mixture. Various simplifications of the governing equations and boundary and interfacial conditions have been proposed and justified. In particular, the formulation with extremely thin liquid film approximation is discussed.

Keywords: falling film, evaporation, evaporators, horizontal tubes, extremely thin films, modeling, thermal desalination, absorption

1. Introduction

Evaporation is a phase change process widely encountered in natural and industrial applications. Evaporation of a thin layer of alcohol or water in ambient air and evaporation of seawater film on a bundle of horizontal tubes of an evaporator are examples of such a complex phenomenon. Evaporation of liquid films occurs generally to ensure a cooling of the liquid itself, to cool the surface on which the liquid flows or to increase the concentration of some components in the liquid. The evaluation of the heat and mass transfer coefficients and associated evaporation rates in various configurations is an important task in the appropriate design and fabrication of multiple evaporators and heat exchangers needed in different applications including those related to microsystems. This explains why this topic has attracted an increasing and significant interest from the scientific and industrial communities. This chapter includes first, a review on the main recent works on the falling film evaporation and in a second phase, important fundamental aspects on modeling of the associated heat and mass transfer and fluid flow.
2. Literature review

In this section, updated literature survey gathering important studies on evaporation of single-component and multicomponent liquid films with associated transport phenomena and related applications will be presented and discussed. A focus will be on the modeling and simulations aspects of falling film evaporation systems.

2.1 Examples of applications of falling film evaporation

Falling film has been used in various applications. Two examples are given here. The first one concerns water desalination using falling liquid films. The second one is related to absorption refrigeration.

Multiple effect distillation (MED) is widely employed in thermal desalination industry as a mature and reliable technology. It is considered as best suited, compared to membrane-based desalination for treating feeds with high temperature and salinity [1].

Falling film evaporators are the core of the MED units. Feed preheated seawater is sprayed on the horizontal tubes as a falling film and is evaporated due to the latent heat of condensation of the steam circulating inside the tubes. The steam itself is condensing as a result of heat exchange with the evaporating feed water.

Extensive works have been published on modeling the fluid flow with heat and mass transfer in the evaporators of MED plants [2–5]. It is of interest to mention a recent work conducted by Jin et al. [5] on scale formation and crystallization modeling on horizontal tube falling evaporators used in MED. Jin et al. [5] reported the impact of various conditions of steam flow, seawater flow rate, and inlet temperature, and tube wall material and thickness on the main process performance parameters including the evaporate rate, scale growth, and overall heat transfer coefficient. The authors observed in particular that the scale layer thickness increases sharply as the feed water flow rate decreases or the tube steam temperature increases.

Another important application of falling film evaporators concerns cooling by absorption. In such systems, solution, such as LiBr-H2O, is sprayed over a bundle of horizontal tubes and a thin liquid film of solution is then formed around each tube. The percentage of the tubes surface covered by the liquid film known as “Wetting Ratio (WR)” is to be maximized for an efficient evaporation and cooling process. WR depends on various parameters including the mass flow rate per unit tube length, the solution surface tension, and the external tube surface roughness. Bu et al. [6] investigated experimentally and numerically the heat and mass transfer effectiveness of ammonia water in a falling film evaporation in vertical tube evaporators. The numerical model is based on the boundary layer equations of mass, quality, momentum, and energy for the binary ammonia-water system and solved by coordinate transformation. The experimental and numerical data are fairly compared for a various range of control parameters. The results show, in particular, that the inlet solution concentration has a strong influence on the heat transfer mechanism and the ammonia evaporation rate [6]. Papaefthimiou et al. [7] developed a two-dimensional model to investigate the heat and mass transfer inherent to water vapor absorption into an aqueous solution of LiBr. The numerical solution is obtained by solving the two-dimensional energy and species conservation equations using analytical expressions of the velocity components in x and y directions. Results on the impacts of various parameters including the liquid film Reynolds
number and the number of tubes on the total absorption rate, solution temperature, and mass flux are presented and discussed.

2.2 Overview of falling film and associated heat and mass transfer studies

There exist exhaustive studies on the falling film liquid evaporation. The particular case of falling liquid film on horizontal tubes has been extensively investigated theoretically and experimentally [8]. This case has several advantages that include its high heat transfer rate with low film flow rates, and it involves small temperature difference and has a relatively simple structure [9]. The heat transfer coefficients in falling film evaporators are very high and can vary between 700 and 4000 W/m²K depending on the evaporating solution properties [10]. Other inherent advantages of falling film evaporation include short contact time between the fluid and the heated wall, minimal pressure drop, and minimal static head [11].

Abraham and Mani [12] proposed the thermal spray coatings to enhance the convective evaporation on horizontal tube falling film evaporators. They conducted a computational flow dynamic (CFD) analysis to predict the seawater evaporation rate and heat transfer coefficient on thermal spray-coated tubes with varying roughness under vacuum conditions. The study shows that the heat transfer coefficient increases by up to 15% due to increased roughness. However, and despite other numerous attempts to enhance the overall heat transfer process, there exist several limiting operating problems such as nonuniformity of the liquid distribution over the tubes surfaces, the presence of the non-condensable gases, and high potential of fouling and scaling mainly when dealing with salty waters.

Shear stress, gravity, and surface tension are important phenomena affecting the behavior of the falling film and the effectiveness of the evaporation process. Figure 1 illustrates the various heat transfer processes related to liquid film falling on a horizontal cylinder.

Faghri and Zhang [13] discussed important fundamental and applied features of falling film evaporators. The basic equations giving the heat and mass transfer coefficients and the evaporation rates for various cases and configurations have been compiled and discussed. Evaporation from liquid films circulating inside channels/microchannels or horizontal/inclined walls has been described, and the related phenomena have been explained. Ribatski and Jacobi [8] developed a

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Representation of heat transfer and fluid flow processes associated with falling film over a horizontal tube [9].
comprehensive and critical review on falling film evaporation on horizontal tubes. The review covers studies on heat and mass transfer performance on single tubes, finned and enhanced surfaces, and tube bundles. The authors stressed on the need to develop advanced mathematical models and accurate heat and mass transfer correlations required for the design and construction of evaporators in various applications.

The liquid film thickness and behavior are strongly linked to the heat and mass transfer coefficients and evaporation rates. It is important in the design of falling film evaporators to ensure that the film thickness is small enough to reduce the thermal resistance of the liquid layer but not too small to avoid any dry zones that may appear on the wall surface due to the rupture of the liquid which can result in various problems including fouling, corrosion, and potentially damage of the tube.

The behavior of liquid films on horizontal tubes has been investigated theoretically and experimentally in a good number of studies. It is well established that there exist three different patterns characterizing a liquid film falling over a series of horizontal tubes depending on various parameters including the liquid flow rate, the fluid properties, and the tube diameter and spacing. These flow modes are the droplet mode (the liquid leaves the tube in an intermittent way), the jet mode (the liquid leaves the tube as a continuous column), and the sheet mode (a continuous sheet is formed between the tubes) [8]. Figure 2 describes schematically these modes.

Nusselt, as reported in [9], proposed an analytical investigation for laminar flow on horizontal tubes and one vertical or inclined wall. An expression of the film thickness by neglecting the momentum effects of the falling film was given. Similar correlation was developed by Rogers et al. [14, 15]. Later, advanced experimental methods have been used to measure the falling film thickness and characterize its patterns [10–13]. The use of these methods has led to develop clearer picture on the liquid flow structure and the associated heat and mass transfers. Besides, computational methods have been used to solve the conservation equations governing the flow and temperature fields of a falling film over surfaces [2, 14–16]. Qiu et al. [9] conducted a numerical analysis of the liquid film distribution of sheet flow on horizontal tubes. The study shows that the transient behavior of the falling film can have various stages including the free falling stage, the liquid impact stage, the liquid film developing stage, and the film fully developed stage. The presented results include the distribution of the liquid thickness with the tube diameter, the Reynolds number, and the inter-tube spacing.

Stephan [10] conducted a concise review of the heat transfer mechanisms in falling film evaporators. In particular, results and correlations on heat transfer coefficients for vertical tubes have been compiled and presented for various cases including when the falling liquid film flow is laminar, wavy laminar, and turbulent.

Figure 2.
The inter-tube falling film modes: (a) the droplet mode; (b) the jet mode; and (c) the sheet mode [8].
The correlations show that Nusselt number depends not only on the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers but also on Kapitza number, which measures the effect of surface tension compared to the viscous ones. Zhao et al. [17] conducted a comprehensive review on computational studies on falling liquid film flow with associated heat transfer on horizontal tubes and tube bundle. Review includes various features on falling film hydrodynamics, evaporation, and boiling outside the single tubes and the tube bundle and whole evaporator performance investigated using 2D and 3D models. Besides, previous results on falling liquid film dry-out and breakout are screened and discussed. Zhao et al. [17] concluded their review by proposing recommendations and future needs to be investigated in various fields and technologies.

There exist in general two approaches to treat numerically the heat and mass transfer associated with the evaporation of a liquid film in presence of a non-saturated gas [18–21]. The first one considers an extremely thin layer of liquid. Therefore, the governing conservation equations are simultaneously solved not only in the gas region but also in the liquid film. This requires also considering appropriate interfacial conditions between the liquid and gas phases. The second approach assumes that when the liquid film is extremely thin, the overall heat and mass transfers are not or slightly affected by the exchanges in the liquid itself. In this approach, the interfacial conditions are directly applied on the surface wall as boundary conditions. By neglecting convective terms in momentum and energy equations of the liquid, it is shown that the assumption of an extremely thin film thickness is valid only for a low mass flow rate [22]. Refs. [23–30] investigated the heat and mass transfer associated with liquid film evaporation by considering the heat transfer and fluid flow within the liquid film.

On another side, several other works have been based on the assumption of the extremely thin thickness. Cherif and Daif [21] considered the evaporation of a binary liquid film by mixed convection falling on one side of a parallel plate channel. The wetted plate is subjected to a constant and uniform heat flux, while the second one is taken as adiabatic. The authors studied the impact of using the very thin film assumption on the heat and mass transfer results. They showed in particular that the overestimation induced by considering an extremely thin film is greater for the ethylene/glycol-water mixture than for the ethanol-water mixture.

Recently, Alami et al. [31] studied the evaporative heat and mass transfer of a turbulent falling liquid film in a finite vertical tube that is partially heated. Using an implicit finite difference model, the authors solved the governing mass, species, momentum, and energy equations considering appropriate boundary and interfacial conditions. The obtained data are compared to the case of the entirely heated tube wall. Belhadj Mohamed and Tlili [32] analyzed the evaporation of a seawater film by mixed convection of humid air. In another study, Belhadj Mohamed et al. [33] considered the impact of adding metal nanoparticles to the falling liquid on the effectiveness of the evaporation process. Ma et al. [34] presented a novel model to investigate the flow and evaporation of liquid film in a rocket combustion chamber with high temperature and high shear force.

In addition to the theoretical and numerical studies on falling film evaporation, the literature includes extensive experimental research activities [35–37]. Yue et al. [35] designed and conducted a series of experiments to analyze the falling film flow behavior and evaluate the associated heat transfer outside a vertical tube. New correlations on the heat transfer coefficient and falling film dry burning have been proposed. Shahzad et al. [37] considered practical features related to the design of industrial falling film evaporators. They enumerated the main advantages of these types of evaporators and reviewed the corresponding heat transfer correlations.
Besides, they conducted an experimental study and proposed their own falling film heat transfer correlation.

3. Modeling of the heat and mass transfer with falling liquid film in confined channels

3.1 Introduction

We present in this section some aspects related to the theoretical formulation of the heat and mass transfer associated with liquid falling film in confined domains. We will be limited to the laminar steady state nature of flows and to the two-dimensional Cartesian configuration. We will give particular interest to the interfacial conditions equations.

3.2 Physical model description

We consider the flow of a thin liquid falling film on a plate of a vertical channel with the presence of a binary mixture gas flow. The gas and liquid flows are supposed laminar and in steady state regime. The gas mixture is composed of a non-condensable chemical species B with high concentration and a species A as vapor. This mixture can be, for example, a humid air mixture or an air-alcohol mixture. Figure 3 shows schematically the system under study which can represent a heat and mass exchanger between a liquid film and a gas in direct contact. Various phenomena characterize this system such as thin liquid evaporation, vapor condensation, and shear stress between the gas and liquid flows. In addition, the difference in concentration that can exist between the liquid-gas interface, supposed saturated in species A as a vapor, and the neighboring gaseous mixture may result in a diffusion of the component A from the interface to the gas in case of evaporation or a reverse diffusion (from the gas toward the interface) in the condensation case.
It is worthy to mention that in absence of a forced flow of the gas mixture, the natural flow induced by the temperature and concentration gradients within the gas can be upward or downward depending on the two gases and the subjected heat and mass conditions.

### 3.3 Governing equations

The equations governing the flows and transfers in the two phases are those of mass, momentum, and energy equations. For laminar, steady state with no chemical reactions and neglecting the radiative heat transfer in the two fluids, the viscous dissipation and the pressure work, the conservation equations are as follows [38, 39]

#### 3.3.1 Continuity equation

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho u) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (\rho v) = 0
\]  

(1)

#### 3.3.2 Momentum equations

- in x direction:
  \[
  \rho \left( \frac{u}{\partial x} + \frac{v}{\partial y} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( 2\mu \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} - \frac{2}{3} \mu \nabla V \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \mu \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \right) \right) + \rho g_x
  \]  
  (2)

- in y direction:
  \[
  \rho \left( \frac{v}{\partial x} + \frac{u}{\partial y} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( 2\mu \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} - \frac{2}{3} \mu \nabla V \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \mu \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \right) \right) + \rho g_y
  \]  
  (3)

where \(\rho\) and \(\mu\) are the fluid density and dynamic viscosity, respectively; \(u\) and \(v\) are \(x\) and \(y\) components of the velocity \(\nabla V\); and \(p\) is the total pressure, while \(g_x\) and \(g_y\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) gravity acceleration components, respectively.

The total pressure can be written as the summation of the hydrostatic pressure \(p_0\) and the dynamic pressure \((p - p_0)\). The hydrostatic pressure can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\partial p_0}{\partial x} = \rho_0 \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = -\rho_0 g
\]  

(4)

The term \(\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \rho g_x\) in the Eq. (2) can be written as:

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \rho g_x = \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} - \rho g = \frac{\partial (p - p_0)}{\partial x} + (\rho_0 - \rho) g
\]  

(5)

\(\rho_0\) is the fluid density at the reference 0. The quantity \((\rho_0 - \rho)g\) refers to natural convection generation. For small variations within the thermal and concentration fields, \((\rho_0 - \rho)\) can be expressed as function of the temperature and the concentration using the Boussinesq approximation as [39]:

In the liquid

\[
(\rho_0 - \rho) = \rho_0 \beta_l (T - T_0)
\]  

(6)

\(\beta_l\) refers to the thermal expansion coefficient in the liquid.
In the gaseous mixture

\[
(\rho_0 - \rho) = \rho_0 (\beta_T (T - T_0) + \beta_w (w - w_0))
\]  

(7)

\(\beta_T\) and \(\beta_w\) are the thermal expansion and the mass expansion coefficients, respectively. \(w\) is the mass concentration of constituent A.

When the gas behaves as an ideal gas, \(\beta_T\) and \(\beta_w\) can be expressed respectively as:

\[
\beta_T = \frac{1}{T_0}
\]

(8)

and

\[
\beta_w = \left( \omega_{A0} + \frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A} \right)^{-1}
\]

(9)

\(M_A\) and \(M_B\) are the molar mass of constituent A (minority constituent) and constituent B (non-condensable majority constituent B).

For a binary ideal gas,

\[
\rho = \frac{pM}{RT}, \quad \rho_0 = \frac{p_0 M_0}{RT_0}
\]

(10)

and \((\rho - \rho_0)\) becomes

\[
(\rho - \rho_0) = \rho \left( 1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} \right) = \rho \left( 1 - \frac{p_0 M_0 T}{pMT_0} \right)
\]

(11)

\(M\) stands for mixture molar mass.

The pressure variation is considered much smaller than the molar mass or temperature [39]. Then, we can have

\[
\left(1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho}\right) \approx \left(1 - \frac{M_0}{M} \frac{T}{T_0}\right)
\]

(12)

The left term in this equation can be expressed as:

\[
\left(1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho}\right) \approx \left(1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho}\right)_{T=\text{const}} + \left(1 - \frac{\rho_0}{\rho}\right)_{w=\text{const}}
\]

(13)

or:

\[
\left(1 - \frac{M_0}{M} \frac{T}{T_0}\right) \approx \left(1 - \frac{M_0}{M}\right) + \left(1 - \frac{T}{T_0}\right)
\]

(14)

The mixture molar mass can be expressed in terms of the molar mass of constituents A and B and their mass concentrations \(\omega_A\) and \(\omega_B\) as:

\[
M = \frac{M_A M_B}{\omega_A M_B + \omega_B M_A}
\]

(15)

Then:

\[
\left(1 - \frac{M_0}{M}\right) \approx \left(1 - \frac{\omega_A M_B + (1 - \omega_A) M_A}{\omega_A M_B + (1 - \omega_A) M_A}\right)
\]

(16)
or

\[
\left(1 - \frac{M_0}{M}\right) \approx \left(\frac{\omega_{A0} - \omega_A}{\omega_{A0} + \frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A}}\right)
\]  

(17)

Finally:

\[
(\rho - \rho_0) = \rho\left[\left(1 - \frac{T}{T_0}\right) + \frac{\omega_{A0} - \omega_A}{\omega_{A0} + \frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A}}\right] \\
= -\rho\left[\left(\frac{T}{T_0} - 1\right) + \left(\omega_A - \omega_{A0}\right)\left(\omega_{A0} + \frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A}\right)^{-1}\right]
\]

or

\[
(\rho_0 - \rho) = \rho|\beta_T(T - T_0) + \beta_\omega(\omega_A - \omega_{A0})|
\]  

(18)

where

\[
\beta_T = \frac{1}{T_0} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta_\omega = \left(\omega_{A0} + \frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A}\right)^{-1}
\]  

(19)

When one neglects \(\omega_{A0}\) as compared to \(\frac{M_A}{M_B - M_A}\), \(\beta_\omega\) can be written as:

\[
\beta_\omega \approx \frac{M_B - M_A}{M_A}
\]  

(20)

3.3.3 Energy conservation equation

\[
\rho C_p \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}\right) = -\frac{\partial q_x}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial q_y}{\partial y}
\]  

(21)

\(q_x\) and \(q_y\) are the x and y components of the heat flux \(\vec{q}\).

3.3.4 Species conservation equation

\[
\rho \left(\frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial y}\right) = -\frac{\partial J_{Ax}}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial J_{Ay}}{\partial y}
\]  

(22)

\(J_{Ax}\) and \(J_{Ay}\) are the x and y mass flux components of species A with respect to average mixture velocity.

3.4 Soret and Dufour interdiffusion effects

The mass and heat fluxes \(\vec{J}_A\) and \(\vec{q}\), respectively, depend on the concentration and temperature gradients. They are expressed as [39–41]:

\[
\vec{q} = -k \text{grad}T + \left(\alpha_dRT \frac{M^2}{M_AM_B} + \left(h_A - h_B\right)\right)\vec{J}_A
\]  

(23)

\[
\vec{J}_A = -\rho D_{AB} \left(\text{grad} \omega_A + \alpha_d \omega_A (1 - \omega_A) \text{grad} (\ln T)\right)
\]  

(24)
\( \alpha_d \) is a thermal diffusion factor, \( R \) is the universal gas constant, \( h \) is the specific enthalpy, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, and \( D_{AB} \) is the coefficient of diffusion of species A in the mixture (A + B). The second and third terms of the equation giving \( \bar{q} \) Eq. (23) refer to the contribution associated with the concentration gradient (Dufour effect) and with the interdiffusion of species. The second term of the equation giving the mass flux \( \bar{J}_A \) Eq. (24) refers to the temperature gradient (Soret effect).

The Dufour and Soret are neglected in the majority of studies on coupled heat and mass transfers [34]. Gebhart et al. [39] reported that these effects can be neglected when the molar masses of the constituents are close and the variations in the concentration of the diffusing species are not significant. The interdiffusion of species becomes important when the difference between the specific heat coefficients of species A and B is high [41].

After substitution and adjustment, the energy and species conservation equations become

\[
\rho C_p \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{R}{M_A M_B} (\alpha_d M^2 T) \right) + (h_A - h_B) J_{Ax} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \frac{R}{M_A M_B} (\alpha_d M^2 T) \right) + (h_A - h_B) J_{Ay} \right]
\]

(25)

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial y} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \rho D_{AB} \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \rho D_{AB} \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial y} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \rho D_{AB} \alpha_d \omega_A (1 - \omega_A) \frac{1}{T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \rho D_{AB} \alpha_d \omega_A (1 - \omega_A) \frac{1}{T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) \]

(26)

3.5 Boundary conditions

Different types of thermal, mass, and hydrodynamic boundary conditions relating to the physical system shown schematically in Figure 3 can be considered. Thus and by way of illustration, we consider the situation where the two plates of the channel in Figure 3 are subjected to constant heat fluxes \( q_{w1} \) and \( q_{w2} \). Plate 2 is impermeable and dry. This translates into:

- On plate 1 (\( y = 0 \)), one can write

\[
q_{w1} = q_y \bigg|_{y=0} = -k \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=0}
\]

(27)

When the liquid film thickness is negligible, one can have

\[
q_{w1} = q_y \bigg|_{y=0} = -k \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=0} + \left[ \alpha_d \frac{RT M^2}{M_A M_B} + (h_A - h_B) \right] J_{Ay} \bigg|_{y=0} + q_l
\]

(28)

\( q_l \) refers to the latent heat transfer.

For the mass transfer, the saturation is translated by:

\[
\omega \bigg|_{y=0} = \omega_{sat}(T(x, 0))
\]

(29)

\( \omega_{sat} \) stands for the saturated vapor concentration.
Plate 2 is impermeable. The mass flux is expressed as:

\[ J_A y_{y=d} = -\rho D_{AB} \left( \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial y} + \alpha_d \frac{\omega_A (1 - \omega_A)}{T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right)_{y=d} = 0 \]  

Therefore, the diffusion mass transfer is balanced by that associated with the Soret effect. The thermal boundary condition is reduced in this case to:

\[ q_w = q_T \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right)_{y=d} = -k_y \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \]  

On another side, the nonslip and impermeability conditions are expressed as follows:

• On plate 1 \((y = 0)\),

\[ u_1(x, 0) = v_1(x, 0) = 0 \]  

• On plate 2 \((y = d)\),

\[ u(x, d) = v(x, d) = 0 \]  

It is worthy to mention that when the liquid film thickness is extremely small, the normal velocity on the plate is not zero. It can be obtained by applying a mass balance on the pas-wall interface. Let \( v_A, v_B \) and \( v \) be the local velocities of species A, B, and mixture \((A + B)\), respectively, with respect to fixed reference. Also, \( m_A \) and \( m_B \) are the mass fluxes of A and B with respect to fixed reference.

\[ m = m_A + m_B \text{ or } \rho v = \rho_A v_A + \rho_B v_B \]  

The diffusion mass flux of A, \( J_A \) is given by:

\[ J_A = \rho_A (v_A - v) \]  

then

\[ m_A = J_A + \rho_A v = J_A + \frac{\rho_A}{\rho} (\rho_A v_A + \rho_B v_B) \]  

The interface is supposed impermeable to species B. The mass flux of B \( m_B \) is then zero on the interface. We have

\[ m_A (1 - \omega_A) = J_A \Rightarrow m_A = \rho v = \frac{J_A}{(1 - \omega_A)} \]  

Therefore

\[ v = \frac{J_A}{\rho (1 - \omega_A)} \]  

This interfacial velocity is not known a priori because it depends on the concentration and temperature gradients at this location.
3.6 Liquid-gas interfacial conditions

3.6.1 General condition at the interface of two fluids

The fluid flow governing equations can be expressed in the following general form of a transport equation:

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} + \text{div} \vec{f} = S$$

(39)

Also on an integral form:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( \int_\tau \phi d\tau + \int_A \vec{f} \cdot \vec{n} dA \right) = \int_\tau S d\tau$$

(40)

$\phi$ denotes the volume density of any physical quantity. $\vec{f}$ is the flux of this quantity and $S$ is the source term. $\tau$ and $A$ refer, respectively, to the control volume and to the control surface considered. For the continuity equation, for example, we have:

$$\phi = \rho, \quad \vec{f} = \rho \vec{v}, \quad S = 0$$

Hsieh and Ho [42] considered a fixed control volume between two fluids (fluid 1 and fluid 2) as shown in Figure 4. This is a base cylinder B and height L. The height above the mobile interface is denoted by $L_1$.

Let the mathematical function $F(\vec{x}, t)$ define the interface. $F(\vec{x}, t)$ is positive in the region of fluid 1, negative for region of fluid 2, and zero on the interface.

Applying the general Eq. (40) on the control volume of Figure 4:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left[ \phi_1 BL_1 + \phi_2 B(L - L_1) \right] + \left[ \vec{f}_{\phi_1} \cdot \frac{\text{grad}F}{|\text{grad}F|} - \vec{f}_{\phi_2} \cdot \frac{\text{grad}F}{|\text{grad}F|} \right] = SLB + o(L)$$

(41)

$o(L)$ refers to the flux through the lateral sides of the cylinder.

The source term can be composed of a volumetric source $S_v$ and a surface source $S_s$ [42, 43]:

$$SL = S_v L + S_s$$

(42)

Figure 4.
Control volume at the interface between two fluids.
When $L$ tends toward 0, Eq. (41) becomes
\begin{equation}
(\phi_1 - \phi_2) \frac{dL_1}{dt} + \left( \overrightarrow{f_1} - \overrightarrow{f_2} \right) \overrightarrow{\text{grad} F} = S_i \tag{43}
\end{equation}

Consider a point $M$ on the interface. $\vec{n}$, is the normal vector to the surface on $M$. $d(\overrightarrow{OM})$ is the change of $\overrightarrow{OM} = \vec{x}$. The variation on $\vec{n}$, is $\vec{n}, d(\overrightarrow{OM})$.

On the interface, $F(\vec{x}, t) = 0$. Then, one can have
\begin{equation}
\frac{dL_1}{dt} = -\vec{n}, \frac{d\vec{x}}{dt} = -\frac{\overrightarrow{\text{grad} F}}{|\overrightarrow{\text{grad} F}|} \cdot d\vec{x} \tag{44}
\end{equation}

and
\begin{equation}
dF = \frac{\partial F}{\partial t} dt + \overrightarrow{\text{grad} F} \cdot d\vec{x} = 0 \tag{45}
\end{equation}

Combining Eqs. (44) and (45), one gets
\begin{equation}
\frac{dL_1}{dt} = \frac{\frac{\partial F}{\partial t}}{|\overrightarrow{\text{grad} F}|} \tag{46}
\end{equation}

After substitution, a general condition expressing the conservation equation on the interface between the two fluids (1) and (2) can be obtained as:
\begin{equation}
\phi_1 \frac{\partial F}{\partial t} + \overrightarrow{f_1} \overrightarrow{\text{grad} F} = \phi_2 \frac{\partial F}{\partial t} + \overrightarrow{f_2} \overrightarrow{\text{grad} F} + S_i \overrightarrow{\text{grad} F} \tag{47}
\end{equation}

In the following, we give some examples on how to apply this general equation to develop the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations on the interface of two fluids. We consider the case where the fluid 1 is a binary gas mixture and the fluid 2 is a homogeneous liquid.

The function $F$ can be chosen such as:
\begin{equation}
F = y - \delta \tag{48}
\end{equation}

$\delta = \delta(x, t)$ is the liquid film thickness; $x$ and $y$ are the axial and transversal coordinates, respectively; $y$ is measured from the wall on which the liquid flows.

Table 1 compiles the expressions of $\phi$, $\overrightarrow{f}$, and $S$ quantities associated with conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy, and species.

- The indices $i$ and $j$ refer to $x$ and $y$ coordinates, respectively.
- $e$ stands for the internal energy and $V$ is the magnitude of the velocity $\vec{V}$.
- $\sigma_{ij}$ refers to the normal and tangential constraints. They are expressed for a Newtonian fluid [40] as:
\begin{equation}
\begin{cases}
\sigma_{ii} = -p - \frac{2}{3} \mu \text{div} \left( \overrightarrow{V} \right) + 2\mu \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_i} \\
\sigma_{ij} = \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \\
\text{when } i \neq j
\end{cases} \tag{49}
\end{equation}
• B_i is the surface source term in the momentum equation. It is given by [42, 43]:

\[ \vec{B} = -\vec{n} \text{div} \left( \gamma \vec{n} \right) + \text{grad} \gamma \]

(50)

\( \vec{n} \) is the normal vector of the interface at the point M. \( \gamma \) is the coefficient of surface tension. Eq. (50) shows the superposition of the tangential and normal effects of the surface tension.

• q_i and J_A_i represent the heat and mass fluxes on i direction.

• Q is the source term in the energy equation.

• g_i (\( \gamma \)) refers to the energy quantity associated with surface tension work.

3.6.2 Continuity equation case

For the conservation of mass equation, the physical quantity of interest is the mass. \( \phi, f, \) and S become \( \rho, \rho \vec{v}, \) and 0, respectively, as shown in Table 1. The interfacial general Eq. (47) becomes

\[
\rho_g \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} + u_g \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} - v_g \right) = \rho_l \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} + u_l \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} - v_l \right) = -\xi
\]

(51)

The indices g and l refer, respectively, to the gas and liquid. Under steady state conditions neglecting the liquid film thickness variation, one can get

\[
\rho_g v_g = \rho_l v_l
\]

(52)

This equation states that the mass flow rate of the gas (fluid 1) leaving (arriving to) the interface is equal to the mass flow rate of the liquid (fluid 2) which arrives to (leaves) the interface.

3.6.3 Conservation of species equation case

For the case of a liquid film (fluid 2) in contact with a nonreactive gas mixture (fluid 1) composed of A (minority species) and B (noncondensable majority species), quantities \( \phi \) and \( f \) and S are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conservation equation</th>
<th>( \phi )</th>
<th>( f )</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>( \rho \vec{v} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>( \rho v_i )</td>
<td>( f_j = \rho v_i v_j - \sigma_{ij} )</td>
<td>( B_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>( \rho (e + \frac{V^2}{2}) )</td>
<td>( f_i = \rho (e + \frac{V^2}{2}) v_i )</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>( \rho \omega_A )</td>
<td>( f_i = \rho \omega_A v_i + J_{A_i} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Expressions of \( \phi, f, \) and S as function of conservation equations (compiled, adjusted and adapted from [42–44]).
for the liquid

\[ \phi = \rho, \bar{f} = \rho \left( u \bar{i} + v \bar{j} \right) \text{ and } S = 0 \] (53)

for the gas

\[ \phi = \rho \omega, \bar{f} = (\rho \omega u + J_{Ax}) \bar{i} + (\rho \omega v + J_{Ay}) \bar{j} \text{ and } S = 0 \] (54)

The general equation on the liquid-gas interface becomes under these conditions:

\[
\rho_g \omega \left( \frac{-\partial \delta}{\partial t} \right) + \left[ \left( \rho_g \omega u_g + j_{Ax} \right) \left( \frac{-\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_g \omega A \varepsilon + J_{Ay} \right) \right] = \rho_l \left( \frac{-\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \rho_l v_l
\] (55)

For steady state regime, one can have

\[
\left[ \left( \rho_g \omega u_g + j_{Ax} \right) \left( \frac{-\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_g \omega A \varepsilon + J_{Ay} \right) \right] = \rho_l \left( \frac{-\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \rho_l v_l
\] (56)

When in addition the liquid film thickness varies very little, one can get

\[ \rho_g \omega A \varepsilon + J_{Ay} = \rho_l v_l \] (57)

Under these conditions, we have also based on Eq. (52) \( \rho_g v_g = \rho_l v_l \), or

\[ v_g = \frac{J_{Ay}}{\rho_g (1 - \omega_A)} \] (58)

\( J_{Ay} \) can be given by the Fick's law, the gas velocity on the interface is expressed as:

\[ v_g = -\frac{D_{AB}}{\rho_g (1 - \omega_A)} \frac{\partial \omega_A}{\partial y} \] (59)

3.6.4 Momentum equation case

In this case, the variable of interest is the momentum equation in the i direction.

The variables \( \phi \) and \( \bar{f} \) can be expressed as:

In the x direction:

\[ \phi = \rho u \] and \( \bar{f} = (\rho uu - \sigma_{xx}) \bar{i} + (\rho uv - \sigma_{xy}) \bar{j} \] (60)

In the y direction:

\[ \phi = \rho v \] and \( \bar{f} = (\rho uv - \sigma_{xy}) \bar{i} + (\rho vv - \sigma_{yy}) \bar{j} \] (61)

\( \sigma_{xx}, \sigma_{yy}, \) and \( \sigma_{xy} \) are the normal and tangential constraints for a Newtonian fluid. They are expressed in Eq. (49).
The surface source term $S_s$, which is related to the surface tension effects, is given by Eq. (50). The surface tension coefficient $\gamma$ can vary along the interface if this interface is nonhomogeneous for example. For a homogeneous interface, this coefficient can be taken as constant. Eq. (50) becomes

$$\vec{S}_s = -\gamma \vec{n} \cdot \text{div} \left( \vec{n} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (62)

$\vec{n}$ is the normal vector to the fluid 2 surface.

Given that

$$\text{div} \left( \vec{n} \right) = \text{div} \left( \frac{\text{grad} F}{\text{grad} F} \right) = \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (63)

where $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the radii of curvature of the interface.

Therefore, the general equation at the interface (16) becomes the momentum conservation case:

in $x$:

$$\rho_g u_g \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} \right) + \left( \rho_g u_g u_g - \sigma_{xx,g} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_g u_g v_g - \sigma_{xy,g} \right)$$

$$= \rho_1 u_1 \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} \right) + \left( \rho_1 u_1 u_1 - \sigma_{xx,l} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_1 u_1 v_1 - \sigma_{xy,l} \right)$$

$$-\gamma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (64)

in $y$:

$$\rho_g v_g \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} \right) + \left( \rho_g u_g v_g - \sigma_{xy,g} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_g u_g v_g - \sigma_{yy,g} \right)$$

$$= \rho_1 v_1 \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} \right) + \left( \rho_1 u_1 v_1 - \sigma_{xy,l} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) + \left( \rho_1 u_1 v_1 - \sigma_{yy,l} \right)$$

$$-\gamma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \left( -\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (65)

Or after substitution and arrangement:

in $x$:

$$u_g \xi + \left[ -p_g - \frac{2}{3} \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_g \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \right]$$

$$= +\gamma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (66)
\[ \nu \zeta + (\mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 p_g}{\partial x^2} + \frac{2}{3} \mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2 \mu_k \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right] = \]

\[ \nu_l \zeta + (\mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 p_l}{\partial x^2} + \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2 \mu_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right] \]

\[ - \gamma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \]

\( \zeta \) is defined in Eq. (51).

Eqs. (66) and (67) express the momentum conservation on the liquid-gas interface in presence of phase change (evaporation/condensation) and surface tension. They can lead to easier expressions depending on the approximations considered.

Thus, for steady state and neglected liquid thickness, one can get in \( x \) direction:

\[ \rho_k u_g v_g - \mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) = \rho_l u_l v_l - \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \]

Considering Eq. (52) and the nonslip condition between the two phases (liquid-gas) (\( u_g = u_l \)) Eq. (68) becomes

\[ \mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) = \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \]

in \( y \) direction:

\[ \rho_k u_g v_g - \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 p_g}{\partial x^2} + \frac{2}{3} \mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2 \mu_k \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right] = \]

\[ \rho_l u_l v_l - \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 p_l}{\partial x^2} + \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2 \mu_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right] - \gamma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \]

We can observe that in these conditions, the surface tension effects appear just in \( y \) direction.

When the boundary layer approximations are used neglecting the surface tension effects, the following equations widely adopted in the literature are obtained:

\[ \mu_k \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} \right) = \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} \right) \]

\[ p_g = p_l \]

3.6.5 Conservation of energy equation case

For the energy equation, the variables \( \phi \) and \( f^2 \) should correspond to the followings (see Table 1):

\[ \phi = \rho \left( e + \frac{V^2}{2} \right) \]
When the source term is zero and the work associated with the surface tension forces is neglected, the use of the general Eq. (47) gives

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( e_g + \frac{V_{g2}}{2} \right) \zeta + & \left\{ -p_g - \frac{2}{3} \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_g \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} \right\} u_g \\
& + \left[ \left( \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \right) v_g - q_{xg} \right] \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ \left( \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \right) u_g \\
& + \left[ -p_g - \frac{2}{3} \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_g \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right] v_g - q_{yg} \right] = \\
\left( e_l + \frac{V_{l2}}{2} \right) \zeta + & \left\{ -p_l - \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_l \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} \right\} u_l + \left[ \left( \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \right) u_l \\
& - q_{xl} \right\} \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ \left( \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \right) v_l + \left[ -p_l - \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right] v_l \\
& - q_{yl} \right\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(75)

If in addition, the flow is steady state and the work of the friction forces and kinetic energy terms are ignored, and Eq. (75) becomes

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( e_g + \frac{V_{g2}}{2} \right) \zeta + & \left\{ -p_g - \frac{2}{3} \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_g \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} \right\} u_g \\
& + \left[ \left( \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \right) v_g - q_{xg} \right] \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ \left( \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial x} \right) \right) u_g \\
& + \left[ -p_g - \frac{2}{3} \mu_g \left( \frac{\partial u_g}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_g \frac{\partial v_g}{\partial y} \right] v_g - q_{yg} \right] = \\
\left( e_l + \frac{V_{l2}}{2} \right) \zeta + & \left\{ -p_l - \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_l \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} \right\} u_l + \left[ \left( \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \right) u_l \\
& - q_{xl} \right\} \left( \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x} \right) - \left[ \left( \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} \right) \right) v_l + \left[ -p_l - \frac{2}{3} \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) + 2\mu_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right] v_l \\
& - q_{yl} \right\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(76)

This equation can be further simplified by assuming a small axial variation of the liquid film thickness. Using the specific enthalpy \(h\), one can obtain

\[
h_g p_g v_g + q_{yg} = h_l p_l v_l + q_{yl}
\]

(77)

Knowing in these conditions that \(p_g v_g = p_l v_l\) (Eq. (52)) and assuming the interface is impermeable to the species B, one can write

\[
\begin{align*}
p_g v_g h_g &= p_A v_A h_A + p_B v_B h_B = p_A v_A h_A \\
p_g v_g h_g &= p_A v_A h_A + p_B v_B h_B = p_A v_A h_A \\
\end{align*}
\]

(78)

(79)

or

\[
h_g = h_A
\]

(80)
Eq. (75) becomes

\[ q_{y,g} + \dot{m}h_{fg} = q_{y,l} \]  

(81)

\( \dot{m} \) is the liquid evaporation rate and \( h_{fg} \) is the latent heat enthalpy.

By substituting the expressions of \( q_{y,g} \) and \( q_{y,l} \), one can have

\[ \dot{m}h_{fg} - k_g \frac{\partial T_g}{\partial y} \left[ \alpha_d RT_g \frac{M^2}{M_AM_B} + (h_A - h_B) \right] J_{Ay,g} = -k_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial y} \]  

(82)

When the Dufour and the interdiffusion of spices effects in the heat flux expression are neglected:

\[ \dot{m}h_{fg} - k_g \frac{\partial T_g}{\partial y} = -k_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial y} \]  

(83)

This equation is a simplified condition expressing the energy balance at the liquid-gas interface.

It is important to mention that in the majority of the theoretical works published on the coupled heat and mass transfers in the presence of falling films, numerous assumptions and approximations are retained and used which leads to simple and flexible balance equations on the interfaces.

### 4. Conclusion

Falling film evaporation is widely encountered in various natural and industrial applications. It encompasses multiple physical phenomena associated with surface tension, shear stress, heat and mass transfer, and others. This book chapter reviews the main studies on falling film evaporation, especially those related to numerical treatment and modeling.

Besides, a frame for the modeling of the fluid flow with heat and mass transfer in presence of evaporation has been established and explained. Therefore, we have presented various aspects related to the formulation of the coupled heat and mass transfer problem with or without falling film. A general interface balance equation was derived and subsequently used to establish the conditions expressing the conservation of energy, mass, and momentum at the interface between a falling liquid and a gas mixture inside confined domain.
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